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ABSTRACT
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) represent an emerging approach for bio-electricity production. Mesh
current collectors made of stainless steel (SS) can be integrated into MFC cathode structure with
a Pt catalyst and a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) diffusion layer (DL). It is shown here that the
mesh properties of these cathodes can significantly affect performance. Cathodes made from the
coarsest mesh (30-mesh) achieved the highest maximum power of 1616±25 mW m–2 (normalized
to cathode projected surface area; 47.1±0.7 W m–3 based on liquid volume), while the finest mesh
(120-mesh) had the lowest power density (599±57 mW m–2). Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy showed that charge transfer and diffusion resistances decreased with increasing
mesh opening size. Oxygen permeability increased with mesh opening size, accounting for the
decreased diffusion resistance. At higher current densities, diffusion became a limiting factor,
especially for fine mesh with low oxygen transfer coefficients. These results demonstrate the
critical nature of the mesh size used for constructing MFC cathodes.
PDMS was further investigated as an alternative to Nafion as an air cathode catalyst
binder. Cathodes were constructed around either SS mesh or copper mesh using PDMS as both
catalyst binder and diffusion layer, and compared to cathodes of the same structure having a
Nafion binder. With PDMS binder, copper mesh cathodes produced a maximum power of
1710±1 mW m−2, while SS mesh had a slightly lower power of 1680±12 mW m−2, with both
values comparable to those obtained with the Nafion binder. Cathodes with PDMS binder had
stable power production of 1510±22 mW m−2 (copper) and 1480±56 mW m−2 (SS) over 15 days
at cycle 15, compared to 40% decrease in power with the Nafion binder. Cathodes with PDMS
binder had lower total cathode impedance than Nafion. This is due to a large decrease in diffusion
resistance, because hydrophobic PDMS effectively prevented catalyst sites from filling up with
water, improving oxygen mass transfer. The cost of PDMS is only 0.23% of that of Nafion. These
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results showed that PDMS is a very effective and low-cost alternative to Nafion binder that will
be useful for large scale construction of these cathodes for MFC applications.
Activated carbon (AC) air-cathodes are inexpensive and useful alternatives to Ptcatalyzed electrodes in MFCs, but information is needed on their long-term stability for oxygen
reduction. AC cathodes were constructed with DLs with two different porosities (30% and 70%)
to evaluate the effects of increased oxygen transfer on power. The 70% DL cathode initially
produced a maximum power density of 1214±123 mW m−2 (cathode projected surface area; 35±4
W m–3 based on liquid volume), but it decreased by 40% after one year to 734±18 mW m−2. The
30% DL cathode initially produced less power than the 70% DL cathode, but it only decreased by
22% after one year (from 1014±2 mW m−2 to 789±68 mW m−2). Electrochemical tests were used
to examine the reasons for the degraded performance. Diffusion resistance in the cathode was
found to be the primary component of the internal resistance, and it increased over time.
Replacing the cathode after one year completely restored the original power densities. These
results suggest that the degradation in cathode performance was due to clogging of the AC
micropores. These findings show that AC is a cost-effective material for oxygen reduction that
can still produce ~750 mW m−2 after one year.
In a separator electrode assembly MFC, oxygen crossover from the cathode raises the
anode potential and inhibits current generation by exoelectrogenic bacteria, resulting in
difficulties in reactor startup. In order to improve startup performance, MFCs with flat carbon
mesh anodes were acclimated at set potentials (–0.2 V or +0.2 V versus standard hydrogen
electrode), compared with no set potential control. Performance of these reactors inoculated with
wastewater was also compared to those inoculated with cell suspensions from existing MFCs
under the same conditions. Anodes inoculated with wastewater and acclimated to –0.2 V
produced the highest power (1330±60 mW m–2) but they had the longest startup time (20 days).
With inoculation using transferred cell suspensions, consistent and reproducible results in terms
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of faster startup (10 days) and high power production were obtained. Additional electrochemical
analyses confirmed that inoculation with a transferred culture consistently improved anode
performance, with the best activity obtained for anodes acclimated at –0.2 V. These results imply
that rapid startup of larger-scale reactors will require inoculation with pre-acclimated cultures,
and that acclimation at –0.2 V could improve power production compared to a more positive
potential (+0.2 V) or a lack of set potential.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Energy crisis and the challenge of global climate change
The energy crisis and global climate change are among the most important challenges and the
greatest threats facing the world. Fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas are the primary
energy sources for the world, accounting for more than 85% of the world energy consumption
(1). However, fossil fuels are non-renewable resources which take millions of years to form from
the plant and animal biomass, and the reserves are being depleted much faster than the formation
rate. Global annual energy consumption growth rate has been >2% for years, and in the year
2010, consumption growth reached 5.6%, which is the highest rate since 1973 (1). Energy
consumption has grown even more rapidly than the economy, indicating the low efficiency of
energy utilization. Although energy efficiencies are improving globally and primary energy
consumption growth is expected to decrease in the future (2), fossil fuels cannot indefinitely
sustain a global economy, especially with a growing population. Renewable energy sources with
much higher energy utilization efficiencies are needed for the sustainable development.
Global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions have strongly grown with fossil fuel
consumption. The global atmospheric concentrations of CO2 are 36% higher than that before the
industrial revolution (3), mainly due to the human activities such as the burning of fossil fuels and
deforestation (4). The release of large amounts of bound carbon as CO2 and other greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere is causing changes in our climate that are altering global weather
patterns, increasing sea levels, and decreasing biodiversity. The 4th Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) assessment suggested that greenhouse gas forcing is the dominant cause
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of the observed averaged temperature increases in the last 50 years (4). Climate models suggest
during the next century global average surface temperature could increase by 2–6 °C, with sea
level increases of 0.5–1.5 m (5). Economic growth alone cannot counter threats from climate
change, particularly if it remains carbon-intensive, as this will only accelerate global climate
change. Therefore low-carbon growth paths that rely on clean renewable energy should be
encouraged and supported for the sustainable development (6).

1.2 Energy consumption and energy potential in wastewater treatment
Traditional wastewater treatment is energy intensive, and it accounts for about 3% of the U.S.
electrical energy load (7). The energy needed for a typical domestic wastewater treatment plant
with both aerobic activated sludge treatment and anaerobic sludge digestion is 0.6 kWh per m3 of
treated wastewater, about half of which is for electrical energy to supply air for the aeration
basins (8). More strict water quality requirements usually increase the energy needed for
treatment (9).
In order to address water and energy crisis facing the world today, wastewater is being
looked at more as a resource than as a waste. Wastewater is a source for water extraction and
reuse for other applications, for energy stored as chemical energy in organic contaminants, and as
a source of nutrients such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) for agriculture. Domestic, animal,
and food processing wastewaters are estimated to contain a total of 17 GW (10). Even using
conventional wastewater treatment, the energy stored in the organics in the wastewater was
estimated to be 9.3 times that needed to treat the wastewater (11). Wastewater can also be used as
a source of plant fertilizers, which could save energy used to make N and P fertilizers (8).
Anaerobic digestion (AD) has been used to recover the energy from activated sludge
biomass as methane gas, which is a useful biofuel. This captured energy could offset between a
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quarter and a half of the energy consumed for a wastewater treatment plant (12). However, a
larger fraction of energy stored in the dissolved organic contaminants in wastewater is not
captured in conventional AD, as it is typically removed by an energy consuming process like
aerobic activated sludge treatment. If more of the energy potential in wastewater could be
captured for use, and less was expended for treatment, then wastewater treatment plants could
become net energy producers. Therefore, the challenge is to achieve energy sustainability with
improved energy efficiency for wastewater treatment processes, and carbon neutral methods to
capture energy and make wastewater a resource.

1.3 Bio-energy production from waste and wastewater
Different microbial systems and reactors have been applied to convert biomass and other
biodegradable organic matter into energy. AD is a relatively mature technology for methane
production from wastewater sludges. Complete anaerobic treatment of domestic wastewater has
been proposed to achieve net energy production due to the reduced energy consumption and
greater fraction of energy recovered in the process (8). However, special attention is needed to
ensure appropriate environmental conditions for the growth of methanogenic bacteria, such as
elevated temperatures, neutral pH, and higher substrate concentrations than those of typical
domestic wastewaters (13, 14). As the soluble organic matter cannot be easily concentrated, and
heating large amounts of water is impractical as it would consume a lot of energy, it is difficult to
envision how AD alone could be used for the treatment of domestic wastewater with an ambient
temperatures and relatively low organic matter concentrations. Methane is also a more powerful
greenhouse gas than CO2 (15), and therefore it cannot be allowed to escape to the atmosphere.
Cost-effective and energy-efficient methods for complete methane capture are needed.
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Hydrogen is a clean energy carrier, which can be generated from water, biomass, natural
gas, or coal. Production of hydrogen from fossil fuels is not sustainable, and more energy is
required for the desirable sequestration of CO2 (16). The dark fermentative production of
hydrogen has drawn much research attention as a strategy of sustainable hydrogen production
from

renewable

biomass.

However,

hydrogen

production

using

this

approach

is

thermodynamically and metabolically limited to a maximum of 4 moles of H2 per mole of
glucose, compared to a stoichiometric value of 12, due to an incomplete oxidation process during
the dark fermentation (17). The COD of wastewater using such a process would remain
unchanged, as organic matter is incompletely oxidized to intermediate compounds such as acetic
acid or lactate. Thus dark fermentative hydrogen production requires a subsequent process to
extract hydrogen from the remaining organic matter, and to recover the energy in the intermediate
organic matter. This subsequent process can be methane fermentation, photofermentation or
microbial electrolysis cells (MECs) for biohydrogen production (18).
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) represent an emerging approach for bio-electricity
generation from wastewater (19). MFCs can be used to recover energy from the soluble COD in
the wastewater at ambient temperature, and at the same time reduce the energy consumption, as
MFCs avoid the need for aeration, and reduce the amount of solids handling due to less sludge
produced than aerobic processes (19). One of the greatest challenges for practical applications of
MFCs is to make this technology economically viable.

1.4 Microbial fuel cells for bio-energy production and recovery
In an MFC system, exoelectrogenic bacteria oxidize organic or inorganic matter, and donate
electrons to the anode, while releasing protons into the solution (19-22). The released electrons
flow through the circuit to the cathode, and are then accepted by a terminal electron acceptor (e.g.
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oxygen or ferricyanide). Various substrates have been used for MFCs, including specific
chemicals such as volatile acids, carbohydrates, and alcohols, and complex substrates such as
various types of wastewaters (23). Different oxidants have been used as electron acceptors for the
cathode, such as oxygen, nitrate, ferricyanide, permanganate, ferric iron, and CO2 (24-29). For
practical applications such as wastewater treatment, oxygen is the most promising electron
acceptor as it is sustainable and renewable.
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) such as MFCs can have other applications besides
electricity generation with wastewater as the fuel, including desalination (24, 30), recovery of
nutrients in wastewater (31), recovery of low-grade thermal energy (32), and production of
valuable products such as hydrogen gas (33) and other biofuels (34), and chemicals (35, 36).
These added values make BESs more attractive for simultaneous electric power generation,
wastewater treatment, co-product recovery, and CO2 sequestration (37), but it is critical that the
costs of BESs be reduced so that these systems can be economical and implemented in large scale
wastewater treatment plants (38, 39).

1.5 Objectives
My PhD dissertation focuses on the development of novel low-cost cathode materials,
understanding of the factors affecting power production, and the optimization of the electrode
performance for scaling up BESs. There are four objectives:
Objective 1: Optimize the mesh opening size for the cathodes containing stainless steel
mesh current collectors.
Objective 2: Develop an inexpensive alternative binder to Nafion using the hydrophobic
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS).
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Objective 3: Examine the long-term performance of activated carbon air cathodes with
different diffusion layer porosities.
Objective 4: Improve the startup performance of carbon mesh anodes with minimized
electrode spacing in the separator electrode assembly MFCs.

1.6 Organization of this dissertation
This dissertation is organized into six chapters following this introduction chapter, consisting of a
literature review of the materials used in MFCs (chapter 2), four chapters that address the stated
objectives, and a final chapter on future work.
In chapter 3, I optimized the mesh opening size for the cathodes that were built around
stainless steel (SS) mesh current collectors. The use of SS mesh to replace expensive carbon cloth
can greatly reduce the cost of a cathode, and the same power densities can be achieved with either
material (40). Cathodes were constructed with SS mesh having five different opening sizes. The
mesh size was found to affect the oxygen mass transfer, which greatly affected the power
production. Coarser mesh produced higher power due to less hindrance to oxygen transfer, while
fine mesh produced much less power. The results of this work was summarized in a paper by
Zhang, F.; Merrill, M. D.; Tokash, J. C.; Saito, T.; Cheng, S.; Hickner, M. A.; Logan, B. E., titled
“Mesh optimization for microbial fuel cell cathodes constructed around stainless steel mesh
current collectors”, and it was published in Journal of Power Sources. Dr. Matt Merrill and Dr.
Justin Tokash gave suggestions on the electrochemical analysis, Dr. Tomonori Saito and Dr.
Mike Hickner helped with polymer preparation, and Dr. Shaoan Cheng gave me some useful
suggestions for the experiments. I did all the experiments, including cathode preparation and
MFC tests, and prepared the first draft of the manuscript. All the co-authors contributed to the
revision and final writing of the paper.
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In Chapter 4, I proposed the use of PDMS as a low-cost anti-flooding catalyst binder, as a
replacement for the very expensive Nafion binder typically used to make MFC cathodes. PDMS
was not only used as a diffusion layer polymer as previously described (40), but also as a catalyst
binder in this study. MFCs with the cathodes made using the PDMS binder showed comparable
power production and improved stability compared to those with cathodes made using the Nafion
binder, while the cost for PDMS was only 0.23% of that of Nafion. The hydrophobicity of PDMS
prevents the catalyst from being completely flooded by water, which improves oxygen transfer to
the catalyst sites and thus achieves improved performance. This anti-flooding effect was
confirmed by the decreased diffusion resistance in electrochemical tests. The results of this work
was summarized in a paper by Zhang, F.; Chen, G.; Hickner, M. A.; Logan, B. E., titled “Novel
anti-flooding poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) catalyst binder for microbial fuel cell cathodes”,
and it was accepted by Journal of Power Sources. Dr. Guang Chen and Dr. Mike Hickner
provided useful suggestions for experiments. I did all the experiments, including the cathode
preparation and all the MFC tests, and prepared the draft manuscript. All the co-authors
contributed to the revision and final writing of the paper.
In Chapter 5, I examined the long-term performance of the activated carbon air cathodes
with different diffusion layer porosities in MFCs. The cathodes were continuously tested in MFC
reactors for over one year, and the decrease in power production was found to be a result of
degradation in cathode performance. Removal of the cathode biofilm only partially recovered
power production, while using a new cathode and the existing anode completely restored power
production. Based on measured decreased oxygen permeabilities and increased diffusion
resistances of the cathodes, it was concluded that pore clogging was likely to be the reason for
performance degradation, as this would have hindered oxygen transfer. The results were
summarized in a paper by Zhang, F.; Pant, D.; Logan, B. E., titled “Long-term performance of
activated carbon air cathodes with different diffusion layer porosities in microbial fuel cells”, and
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published in Biosensors & Bioelectronics. I did all the tests with the cathodes prepared by Dr.
Deepak Pant. I also prepared the original manuscript and all the co-authors contributed to the
revision and final writing.
In Chapter 6, I investigated the possibility of improving startup performance with carbon
mesh anodes in separator electrode assembly (SEA) MFCs by using set anode potentials. The
anodes were acclimated to different set potentials with a wastewater inoculum, and compared to
the performance of the reactors inoculated with a pre-acclimated cell suspension under the same
conditions. Inoculation with the pre-acclimated culture was found to be necessary for consistent
results in terms of faster startup and improved power production. An MFC with a more negative
set potential (–0.2 V) with preacclimated cells produced more power than that obtained with
MFCs acclimated at a more positive set potential (+0.2 V) or with no potential control. The
results were summarized in a paper by Zhang, F.; Xia, X.; Luo, Y.; Sun, D.; Call, D.; Logan, B.
E., titled “Improving startup performance with carbon mesh anodes in separator electrode
assembly microbial fuel cells”, and submitted to Journal of Power Sources. I started up the
reactors and did all the tests. Xue Xia, Yong Luo and Dan Sun helped to maintain reactors, and
gave me some useful suggestions. Dr. Douglas Call helped me with the implementation of
differential pulse voltammetry. I also prepared the original manuscript and all the co-authors
contributed to the revision and final writing.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) such as microbial fuel cells (MFCs) represent an emerging
approach for bioenergy production (1-4). In an MFC, bacteria grow on the anode and oxidize
organic matter or inorganic matter, releasing electrons to the anode and protons into the solution
(Figure 2-1). One of the most promising applications of MFCs is wastewater treatment, as organic
matter can be removed while at the same time producing power. Oxygen is the most sustainable
and cost-effective electron acceptor at the cathode, because oxygen in the air is readily available
and free of charge, and air cathode MFCs avoid the need for water aeration. Scale-up is an
important issue for the practical application of MFCs, as the cost of the materials must be
minimized and inherently scalable architectures need to be used. The high cost for materials used
in MFCs remains one of the greatest challenges that need to be addressed to make the large scale
systems economically viable. A lot of progress has been made on the development of costeffective materials for MFCs, some of which have achieved improved power production and
better operational stability. This chapter is a review of MFCs with an emphasis on the materials
used in these systems. Some related factors that affect power production are also discussed.

Figure 2-1. Example of an MFC with a graphite brush anode, an air cathode and a separator (5).
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2.1 Anode materials

2.1.1 Conventional carbon materials
Carbon materials are the most commonly used anode materials as they are electrochemically and
biologically stable, they can provide high specific surface area for biofilm growth, and they have
good electrical conductivity (1, 6). Various carbon materials have been examined and compared
in MFCs. It has been found that increasing the accessible surface area to bacteria increased the
current density (7), but the performance of different anode materials also depended on various
other factors, such as reactor configuration, electrode spacing, substrate type and solution
conductivity (8, 9).

2.1.1.1 Flat structure
Flat anodes are preferred in order to have compact electrode designs and to minimize electrode
spacing. Carbon cloth, carbon paper, and graphite plates are the commonly used flat
carbonaceous anode materials. A carbon paper anode modified by mesoporous carbon using
layer-by-layer self-assembly method showed increased activated surface area and enhanced
electron transfer rate compared to the bare carbon paper anode, resulting in 81% higher power
and 68% reduced startup time (10). Carbon cloth is preferred over carbon paper, as carbon cloth
is more flexible and appears to have greater porosity than the carbon paper which is slightly
brittle and stiff (6). Decreasing the electrode spacing from 4 cm to 2 cm increased power
production from 720 to 1210 mW m–2 (18 to 60 W m–3) with a carbon cloth anode and a carbon
cloth air cathode, due to the decrease of internal resistance (9). Carbon felt is another material that
is often used in MFCs (11, 12). Although carbon cloth and carbon felt have achieved good power
production in MFCs, the high cost of these materials inhibits their use in large scale applications.
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A low-cost carbon mesh anode was investigated as an alternative to carbon cloth with
different pre-treatment methods (13). Heating at 450°C was found to be a simpler and less
energy-intensive way than ammonia gas treatment at 700°C. The heating process was thought to
remove the contaminants interfering with charge transfer processes. Carbon mesh with only heat
treatment produced maximum power of 922 mW m–2 (46 W m–3), which was only 7% less than
the ammonia gas treated carbon cloth (988 mW m–2, 49 W m–3) (13). The disadvantage of carbon
mesh is that the weave is very loose.
Flat anodes can be adversely affected by oxygen intrusion from the cathode when it is
placed too closely to an air cathode (14, 15). With a carbon cloth anode, power production
decreased by 48% when the electrode spacing was reduced from 2 cm to 1 cm (15). An MFC
with a carbon mesh anode did not start up and produce power when the anode was placed in a
separator electrode assembly (SEA) setup, where the anode and the cathode were pressed together
with a separator in the middle (14). However, anodes were acclimated well when the electrodes
were well separated (13, 14). After startup, power production with carbon mesh anodes could not
be maintained in the SEA setup with the MFCs fed domestic wastewater. Power decreased from
230 to 45 mW m–2 during 4 months of operation, compared to the stable power production of 230
mW m–2 using a brush anode with a more complex structure (14). This large decrease with carbon
mesh anode was most likely due to the oxygen contamination to the anode biofilm. This indicated
that better methods to prevent oxygen crossover were needed for stable anode operation with a
flat anode, when the electrodes are placed close to each other.
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2.1.1.2 Brush structure
A graphite brush that uses small diameter graphite fibers twisted into a titanium core (or other
non-corrosive metal) as a current collector, can provide a large surface area for bacteria growth
and it has produced relatively high power densities in MFCs. In a single chamber air cathode
MFC, an ammonia gas treated graphite brush anode produced 2400 mW m–2 (73 W m–3) in a 200
mM phosphate buffer (16). A brush anode has a much higher surface area compared to that of the
cathode, and therefore the size of the brush is usually overdesigned (i.e. larger than it needs to be
to produce maximum power densities). With the current design, up to 65% of the brush material
was removed without appreciably decreasing the maximum power production after acclimation
with full brush (17). However, reactors took longer to startup when they initially had 75% less
graphite fibers, as oxygen diffusion through the cathode could not be effectively scavenged by the
sufficient amount of bacteria on the brush. Because a brush has a complex geometry that likely
can protect part of the anode biofilm from oxygen contamination, the brush anode also has shown
better anode stability and higher power production that the carbon mesh in SEA configurations.
The brush anode produced 240 mW m−2 with domestic wastewater, and 1300 mW m−2 with 1 g/L
sodium acetate in 50 mM phosphate buffer, which were higher than those obtained with flat
carbon mesh anodes in the same configuration (230 mW m−2 with wastewater, and 960 mW m−2
with acetate medium). The reactors with brush anodes also showed better long-term stability,
with only slightly decreased power of 230 mW m−2 after 4 months of operation, compared to only
45 mW m−2 with a carbon mesh anode (14).
Brush anodes are scalable, and therefore can provide sufficient anode surface area for any
size of reactor. Brush anodes have been used for biohydrogen production in larger scale microbial
electrolysis cells (MECs), which essentially have the same anodes as MFCs, in a 2.5 L benchsized reactor (18) and a pilot-scale MEC with 1000 L volume (19). Recently, multiple graphite
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brush anodes were tested in a 0.13 L MFC using SEA setup, and produced a maximum power of
975 mW m–2 (based on cathode surface area), had COD removals of >90%, and a maximum
coulombic efficiencies (CEs, the ratio of electrons from the substrate oxidation that are recovered
as current) of 53% in fed-batch mode (50 Ω external resistance) (20). A single large brush anode
was used in each separate module in a pilot scale MFC reactor with a total volume of all modules
of approximately 1000 L. However, the results from these tests, conducted by the University of
Queensland, were never published (21). Some disadvantages of brush anodes are that the costs
could be high, which may prevent their use in large scale applications, the brush structure takes
relatively large volumes, and the brush may clog with microbes and materials in wastewaters.

2.1.1.3 Packed structure
Reticulated vitreous carbon (RVC), granular activated carbon (GAC), and graphite granules are
commonly used in water and wastewater treatment processes, and they have also been used as
anode materials in packed-bed MFCs (8, 22-25). RVC, with a surface area of 51 m2 per m3, was
tested in a two chamber packed-bed upflow MFC as both anode and cathode, and it produced 170
mW m–2 (based on anode surface area; 8.7 W m–3 based on anode chamber volume) (23).
Replacing the RVC with GAC, and using a U-shaped cathode inside the anode chamber, the
upflow MFC produced a maximum volumetric power density of 29.2 W m–3 at a volumetric
loading rate of 3.40 kg COD/(m3 day), when fed with sucrose at 35°C. Solution resistance was
found to be the most dominant factor that limited power production in this upflow MFC reactor
(24). However, hexacyanoferrate catholyte was used in the cathode chambers for these upflow
MFCs, which would not be practical for large-scale applications.
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In a single chamber MFC that used a platinum-coated carbon cloth air cathode, and GAC
for the anode, the power increased from 1 W m–3 to 7 W m–3 when the electrode spacing was
decreased from 7.5 cm to 2 cm. Increasing the amount of GAC from 700 g to 1000 g did not
further improve power production due to cathode limitations (25). Graphite granules, with
diameters of 1.5-5 mm, specific surface areas of 817-2720 m2/m3 and a porosity of 0.53, were
used as the anode material in a tubular packed-bed reactor (total anode compartment volume of
0.39 L), producing 48 W m–3 with acetate and 38 W m–3 with glucose (8). When this material was
used for both the anode and cathode, six individual continuous MFC units in a stacked
configuration produced a maximum power of 258 W m–3 (hourly average) with acetate as the
fuel, and a hexacyanoferrate catholyte (22). For the packed-bed reactors, the anode granules need
to make good electrical connections to make the complete bed conductive, which is difficult to
achieve due to the shape of granules and the bed porosity. These carbon granules are also heavy
and could clog due to relatively low porosities.

2.1.2 Nanomaterials
Nanomaterials, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene, have drawn intensive attention in
MFC anode studies due to the large surface area provided by these materials, and the improved
electron transfer between bacteria and the electrode surface (26). Nanomaterials have been
applied as decoration materials for modifying existing anode materials. It has been shown that a
glassy carbon electrode modified with CNT promoted direct electron transfer with Shewanella
oneidensis (27). CNTs and nanostructured titanium dioxide have been added to polyaniline
coated nickel foam anodes to enhance electrical conductivity, and these showed improved
performance compared to anodes with only polyaniline (28, 29). However, Escherichia coli, a
non-exoelectrogen was used as anode inoculum in their studies, and the nickel foam can corrode
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under these conditions. Although one study showed that strain evolution eventually resulted in
current generation by E. coli using a carbon/PTFE composite anode (30), this bacterium failed to
generate current in most studies, and it has been used as a negative control for current production
(31). Multi-wall CNT modified carbon cloth or carbon paper anodes have shown improved power
production compared to a plain anode in single chamber air cathode MFCs (32, 33).
Simultaneously adding CNT powders with a Geobacter sulfurreducens inoculum into the anode
chamber showed improved stability, in terms of voltage production and internal resistance over
40 days, compared to MFCs without CNT addition (34). Therefore, anode modifications with
nanomaterials are a feasible method to improve MFC performance.
CNTs have also been directly used as the anode material. CNT coated textiles or sponges,
which provide an open three-dimensional macroporous structure, have been examined as anodes
in MFCs (35, 36). The sponge is a better substrate for the CNT coating as it lacks junctions,
allowing a continuous skin of conductive nanomaterials. MFCs with CNT-coated sponge anodes
showed 48% higher current densities than the textiles with otherwise identical conditions, and
1.24 W m–2 with domestic wastewater with a relatively small 1 cm2 anode. Inexpensive graphene
could be used as an alternative to CNTs, but this material requires a non-corrosive current
collector due to the poorer conductivity with the coated graphene layer compared to the CNT
layer (37). Vertically aligned forest type multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were grown on a
silicon substrate and used as an anode in a 1.25 μL microsized MFC, which is the highest current
yet attained among microsized MFCs (38). The high current densities were attributed to the high
anode surface-to-volume ratio of MWNTs, improving the charge transfer between bacteria and
the anode. Polypyrrole (PPy) coated carbon nanotubes (CNTs) composite were also tested as
anodes, but a non-exoelectrogenic bacterium E. coli was used as anode bacteria (39).
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2.1.3 Metal material
Metal materials are much more conductive than carbon materials, and they have been used as
current collectors in several studies (16, 37). In large scale applications, the metal current
collectors are likely to be necessary to ensure good conductivity of the large electrodes. The metal
materials need to be non-corrosive, and titanium and certain type of stainless steel meet this
requirement. It has been shown that stainless steel with 6% of molybdenum (UNS S31254) can be
used as an anode even in seawater (40). Thus, this type of stainless steel can be used as an
alternative to expensive titanium when anode current collectors are needed (41).

2.1.4 Anode treatment
Anode performance of carbon materials can be enhanced by certain pre-treatment methods.
Ammonia gas treatment (700 °C for 60 min) is an effective but energy intensive pre-treatment
method that can enhance anode performance, likely due to the increased density of positive
charges on the carbon surface (42). Carbon cloth anodes with ammonia gas treatment had a
decreased startup time and increased power production (by 48%) compared to plain carbon cloth
anodes (42). Heat treatment at a lower temperature of 450°C for 30 min resulted in an only
slightly lower power production (7%) compared to the ammonia gas treatment, and it is more
cost-effective (13). A combination of soaking the electrode in a solution of ammonium
peroxydisulfate (200 g L−1) and concentrated sulfuric acid (100mL L−1) for 15 min, followed by
heat treatment, improved power production by 34% compared to that with the plain brush, and by
7% compared to only heat treatment (43). Anodes can also be modified with 4(N,Ndimethylamino)benzenediazonium tetrafluoroborate to increase nitrogen-containing functional
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groups, and thus the positive charge on the anode surface, resulting in a comparable power to that
obtained with an ammonia gas treated anode (44).

2.2 Cathode materials
In this section, I focus primarily on air-cathode materials because: (1) oxygen in the air is the
most sustainable and economical electron acceptor for wastewater treatment applications; (2) this
configuration has produced high power densities; and (3) aeration should be avoided in large
scale systems as it is an energy intensive process. Cathode performance is usually the limiting
factor for power production in most air cathode MFC studies (45-47), due to the poor kinetics of
oxygen reduction at neutral pH and ambient temperature, and mass transfer limitations (48, 49). It
has been recognized that cathode geometry is not as important as surface area, as power densities
are essentially the same with either tubular cathodes or flat cathodes, as long as the same
materials and same surface areas are used (50). Cathode surface area and the performance are
therefore the most important factors for scaling up MFCs (51).
Air cathodes usually consist of a supporting material, a diffusion layer (facing air) to
prevent water leakage and sometimes to control oxygen transfer, and a catalyst layer (facing
solution) for catalyzing oxygen reaction. In order for MFCs to be used in practical applications,
cathode costs need to be reduced without sacrificing power production. Low-cost alternatives to
precious metal catalysts and other components have been studied, and have shown promising
results.
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2.2.1 Cathode supporting material.
Carbon cloth or carbon paper have been commonly used as MFC cathode supporting materials
(52), but fuel cell grade carbon cloth is very expensive ($1000 per m2). Various materials have
been tested as low-cost alternatives, including non-conductive materials coated with a conductive
paint (53-55), and different types of metal mesh (56, 57). Membranes including cation and anion
exchange membranes (AEM, CEM) and ultrafiltration (UF) membranes were examined as
cathode supporting materials for air cathodes (54, 55). A graphite conductive layer was coated
outside the membrane to make the surface conductive, but power production was still limited by
the poor conductivity of the supporting materials. The highest maximum power of 449 mW m–2
was produced by the AEM cathode, due to the lower internal resistance of AEM compared to
CEM or UF membranes. Pressing a piece of stainless steel mesh against the AEM membrane
increased the power by 28%, with a 38% reduction of internal resistance due to the improved
conductivity (55). Canvas cloth was also tested with either nickel or graphite based conductive
paint using a non-precious catalyst of MnO2 in a tubular reactor (170 mL empty volume) (53).
More power (86 mW m–2, 10 W m–3) was obtained with nickel paint due to its higher electrical
conductivity than the graphite paint. Although this cathode assembly costs only 5% of that of
membrane cathodes, its power production was still primarily limited by the conductivity of
canvas materials.
Another alternative is to replace the carbon cloth with a current collector that is very
conductive, such as stainless steel (SS) or nickel mesh, and to build a catalyst layer (Pt with
carbon black, or activated carbon) around the metal mesh. Current collectors are necessary to
ensure electrical conductivity for large electrodes. In my previous study, metal mesh was used as
the cathode supporting material to replace carbon cloth (56, 57). This approach inherently
integrated the current collector into the cathode structure. SS mesh cathodes produced similar
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power densities to carbon cloth cathodes, with a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)/carbon black
diffusion layer (57). SS mesh was also tested with polymethylphenyl siloxane as the diffusion
layer (58). Inexpensive carbon mesh, which has been used as a low-cost anode, was also tested as
a cathode material. Carbon mesh with a PDMS/carbon black diffusion layer produced the highest
power among the carbon mesh cathodes with different diffusion layers, and the power density
was close to that of a carbon cloth cathode with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) diffusion layer
(59). Although carbon mesh cathodes need current collectors in large scale applications, less
metal is needed with a carbon mesh than an electrode made primarily using only SS mesh, and
therefore the reduced cost may justify the use of the carbon mesh.

2.2.2 Catalyst.

2.2.2.1 Platinum (Pt)
Platinum (Pt) is a very effective catalyst for oxygen reduction, and it has been widely used in fuel
cell studies, but it is expensive ($140/g) and prone to fouling. Studies have shown that decreasing
the Pt amount to as low as 0.1 mg cm–2 will not appreciably affect power densities in air cathode
MFCs (60). Development of biofilm on the cathode could inhibit proton transfer, causing
decreased power production. Removal of biofilm developed on a Pt/C cathode completely
restored cathode performance after 42 days of operation (61). However, a longer-term test of one
year with Pt/C cathodes showed that there was significant degradation in performance over time.
Power was increased up to 26% when the cathode biofilms were removed, and by 118% when
new cathodes were used (62). Thus, development of cathode biofilm alone was not the primary
reason for the long-term degradation in cathode performance.
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Vulcan XC-72 carbon black is the most commonly used support for Pt. Better catalyst
supports, such as CNTs (63, 64), or better methods for applying the catalyst, such as
electrochemical deposition (65) and plasma sputtering (66), have shown improved performance
compared to cathodes made using the more typical painting method. In another study,
polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimer-encapsulated platinum nanoparticles (Pt-DENs) showed
better performance with a lower loading amount than electrodeposited Pt (67). However, the use
of Pt catalyst is still not cost-effective due to its extremely high cost. Low-cost alternatives with
better long-term stability are needed for practical applications.

2.2.2.2 Non-Pt Catalytic material
Non-precious metal
Non-precious metals such as Fe, Co, Ni, and Mn, have been studied as catalysts, and some of
them have achieved equal or better performance than Pt-based cathodes. Metal macrocyclic
compounds have shown good catalytic activities for oxygen reduction. Iron(II) phthalocyanine
(FePc) and cobalt tetramethoxyphenylporphyrin (CoTMPP) have been tested in several studies
(60, 68, 69). In electrochemical tests, FePc and CoTMPP showed comparable or better
capabilities than Pt/C cathodes at current densities above 0.2 mA cm–2, and CoTMPP was slightly
better than FePc (69). In a highly saline solution using 250 mM NaCl, CoTMPP showed 25%
higher power production compared to a Pt/C carbon cloth cathode, and 27% higher power than
the activated carbon cathode (70). Iron-chelated complex (iron ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid,
Fe-EDTA) was proposed to be used in an air cathode , and it was adsorbed on an activated carbon
cloth (71). The absorbed Fe-EDTA air cathode produced 20% more power when PTFE was
added to prevent the desorption of iron. Pyrolyzed carbon supported Fe-EDTA (prepared in an
argon atmosphere at 800°C) produced a high power of 1122 mW m–2, which was similar to that
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obtained with Pt/C (1166 mW m–2) (72). However, desorption of Fe-EDTA occurred in the
reactor over time, and the catalyst needed to be replenished.
Catalyst supports also affect the performance of these non-precious metal catalysts. By
using a Ketjen black carbon support that had a higher surface area than Vulcan XC-72 carbon
black, power production with FePc improved from 530 mW m–2 (Vulcan XC-72) to 634 mW m–2
(Ketjen carbon). This power was higher than that obtained with Pt (593 mW m–2) (68). Oxygen
reduction on FePc supported on Ketjen black carbon is independent of pH over a range of 0-7,
and the reaction is mainly controlled by FeII/FeIII redox couple (73). Amino-functionalized
MWNTs where shown to be a better support for FePc than other carbon materials, including
carbon black, pristine MWNTs and carboxylic acid functionalized MWNTs (74). Iron
tetrasulfophthalocyanine (FeTsPc) had 54% enhanced power production after adsorption onto a
graphene surface (817 mW m–2), which was close to that produced with a Pt/C cathode (856 mW
m–2) under the same conditions (75). With the same carbon support, incorporation of FePc with
metal oxide such as cobalt oxide showed 37% improved power production compared to only
FePc (76).
Manganese oxides (MnO2) have also been used for oxygen reduction. Manganese did not
work well with Pc compared to other metals (68), but carbon-supported MnO2 have shown good
catalytic activity in neutral solutions (77). CNTs were shown to be a better catalyst support than
carbon black or graphite powder with MnO2 (58, 78). Increasing the percentage of MnO2 in the
MnO2/CNT composite from 0% to 68% resulted in an increase in power production from 688 to
2676 mW m–2 (58). Catalytic activities of MnO2 with different crystal structural forms were also
examined, and a β-type MnO2 showed more than 4 times higher power than the α type MnO2 (78).
The MnIII/MnIV species acted as mediators in the oxygen reduction mechanism, and doping with
divalent ions enhanced the oxygen reduction reaction towards the 4-electron pathway rather than
peroxide intermediates (77). MnO2 was used as the catalyst with a canvas cloth cathode, but the
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low power was likely due to the poor conductivity of the supporting material (53). Spinel
manganese–cobalt oxide was also tested, but power was rather low in this study (79). Other metal
oxides, such as lead dioxide, have also been tested as an alternative to Pt, but the potential
toxicity effect of lead would restrict its application (80). While these non-precious metal catalysts
have shown promising results in short term MFC tests or electrochemical tests, long-term stability
evaluations are needed for their future applications.

Carbon material
Carbon materials with extremely large specific surface areas, but no precious metal catalysts,
have shown promising results in catalyzing oxygen reduction in MFC cathodes. The large surface
areas of many carbon materials can decrease oxygen reduction overpotentials due to the very low
current densities. In a two-chamber MFC, with aeration of the catholyte, plain granular graphite
cathode produced 50 W m–3 (normalized to cathode liquid volume) or 21 W m–3 (cathode total
volume) in a continuous flow MFC fed acetate (81). An activated carbon felt was used as the
cathode in an upflow MFC, which also required aeration in the cathode chamber, producing 315
mW m–2 (normalized to the cross-sectional area of the separator). This power production was
higher than that with plain carbon paper (67 mW m–2), common carbon felt (77 mW m–2) or even
Pt coated carbon paper (124 mW m–2 with Pt loading of 0.2 mg cm–2) (12). However, aeration is a
very energy intensive process and should be avoided in MFCs. Plain graphite plates were used in
an MFC in another study to treat domestic wastewater under acidogenic conditions, producing
power of ~150 mW m–2. This cathode was placed at the top of the reactor and exposed to air to
avoid the need for water aeration (82).
Different carbon materials have been used for air cathodes, and these have produced
promising results as alternatives to Pt/C catalyst. Carbon powder with a pre-treatment (heat
treatment and HCl immersion) before the N-doped treatment using HNO3 showed higher power
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production than those without any treatment, or with only N-doped treatment. A larger carbon
loading on the cathode improved power production to be similar to that with a Pt/C catalyst (83).
Polyaniline nanofiber on carbon black showed 2.7 times higher power than cathodes without
carbon black, but the power was 18% lower than that with a Pt/C catalyst (84). A
polypyrrole/carbon black (Ppy/C) composite obtained higher power compared to a non-pyrolysed
FePc cathode, but the power production with Ppy/C was still lower than that obtained with the
Pt/C cathode (85).
Carbon nanomaterials such as CNTs, carbon nanofibers (CNF) and graphene have
recently been shown to be effective catalysts for oxygen reduction in polymer electrolyte
membrane (PEM) fuel cells (86, 87) and MFCs (88, 89). Vertically aligned nitrogen doped CNTs
(VA-NCNT) were used as the catalyst in air cathode MFCs, which produced higher power (1600
mW m–2) than the Pt/C catalyst (1393 mW m–2), and had better long-term stability (89). Oxygen
reduction on this VA-NCNT cathode occurs via a four-electron pathway that directly produces
water in either acidic or neutral phosphate buffer solutions (86, 89). Nitrogen-doped CNFs and
graphene are also promising alternatives to Pt/C catalysts as they showed comparable power
production (88, 90). CNFs were prepared by simple pyrolysis of pyridine on SS mesh, which also
avoided the need of a binder (88). The interaction force between CNFs and SS mesh surface was
shown to be strong enough to tolerate flushing with water. Nitrogen-doped graphene was
synthesized in gram-scale amounts with a denotation process, and it had good catalytic activity
and long-term stability for oxygen reduction via a combination of two-electron and four-electron
pathways (90).
An air cathode was easily be made using activated carbon (AC) and tested in MFCs. AC
was cold pressed onto a nickel mesh current collector, producing power of 1220 mW m–2, which
was higher than that obtained with a Pt/C carbon cloth cathode (1060 mW m–2) (56). This
activated carbon air cathode produced 1300 mW m–2 with a brush anode in an MFC with a SEA
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setup that was fed acetate, and 240 mW m–2 in the same reactor with domestic wastewater (14).
Addition of Pt to these carbon materials with large surface areas can improve power production,
but to a smaller extent (e.g. 24% with activated carbon felt in aqueous catholyte using dissolved
oxygen, and 16% with activated carbon air cathode) (12, 56), compared to that with the carbon
cloth which has a much smaller surface area (~4 times) (60). Therefore, these carbon materials
are very cost-effective and efficient in power production, holding great promise for large scale
applications.

2.2.3 Binder
A binder is usually needed when the catalyst is applied to a supporting material. The binder is
usually a polymer, and it plays an important role in maintaining a good three-phase interface for
oxygen reduction: air (oxygen), water (protons), and solid (electricity) (21). Nafion is the most
widely used binder as it has high proton conductivity and strong chemical stability. However,
Nafion is quite expensive, as it costs more than $600 per m2 when used as a binder in an MFC.
Inexpensive alternatives to Nafion are therefore needed for the practical applications. Low-cost
hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) has been tested as the binder in several studies with
Pt/C catalyst (60, 91). Adding PTFE with Nafion as a binder adversely affected power
production, with power decreasing almost linearly from 1060 mW m–2 with only Nafion to 549
mW m–2 with only PTFE (91). In another study comparing a PTFE binder with Nafion, although
less power production was obtained with PTFE binder, it showed less performance degradation
over time than the Nafion binder (60). PTFE binder has been successfully used as the binder in
the construction of activated carbon air cathodes (56, 92).
Other low-cost polymers were also synthesized and tested as binders in MFCs, with
different ion exchange capacities (IEC) or with different functionalization, allowing the
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understanding of the effects of different functional groups or other factors affecting the cathode
performance. Cathodes with poly(phenylsulfone) (Radel) sulfonated to various extents to vary the
binder IECs were tested as alternatives to Nafion in air cathode MFCs. Hydrophobic nonsulfonated Radel showed better electrochemical performance and the lower charge transfer
resistance than the sulfonated Radel. Cathodes made with the non-sulfonated Radel had the most
stable performance compared to the sulfonated Radel binder cathodes over more than 20 cycles,
and after this time it had comparable performance to cathodes made with the Nafion binder. This
suggested that the ionic binder resulted in ionic gradients that impeded proton transfer (93). Nonionic hydrophilic polymers poly(styrene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) diblock copolymers (PS-b-PEO)
with different PEO lengths were tested to investigate the effect of the hydrophilicity on cathode
performance. It was demonstrated that increasing the hydrophilicity of the neutral catalyst binders
enhanced electrochemical and MFC performance, likely due to the increased accessible surface
area for oxygen reduction (94). Although cathodes with these alternative binders all initially had a
lower power production than those with Nafion, performance of the best materials became nearly
equivalent to Nafion in longer term tests (93, 94).
Cationic fluorinated polymer binders, which are quaternary ammonium functionalized
fluorinated poly(arylene ether) (Q-FPAE), have also been tested in MFCs, showing similar
performance to those made with a Nafion binder (95). Cathodes made with the Q-FPAE binder
also showed more stable performance and higher power production than those with anionic
(sulfonated) or cationic (quaternary ammonium-functionalized) Radel. More quaternary
ammonium groups promoted the absorption of water, which was thought to improve proton
transfer. The presence of fluorine in these hydrophilic polymer binders increased the ionic
transport and improved resistance to biofouling, resulting in a more stable long-term cathode
performance (95). A hydrophilic anion exchange ionomer (AEI), quaternary 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-octane (DABCO) polysulfone (QDPSU) was also proposed as air cathode catalyst binders
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(96). Using the FePc catalyst, this binder showed higher cathode potentials in the polarization
tests than the Nafion binder, but the reactors were not acclimated well before the polarization test.
Both anodes failed to sustain high current densities, and the anode in the reactor with the Nafion
binder cathode had higher anode potentials than the one with the QDPSU binder, so there were
differences in the reactors other than those due to the cathodes. Despite these differences, it was
suggested that the improved oxygen reduction activity from QDPSU was due to the interaction
between the ionomer and oxygen, and the improved OH– transfer (96).
Other polymers have been used as binders for air cathodes. Polyvinylidene fluoride
(PVDF) was used as a binder for CNT supported MnO2 catalysts for oxygen reduction with
domestic wastewater, and MFCs with these cathodes produced 98 mW m–2 (78). Positively
charged diethylamine-functionalized polymer (DEA) was used as a Pt catalyst binder on the
cathode to improve the establishment of a nitrifying biofilm and enhance ammonia removal.
MFCs with the DEA binder had a higher ammonia removal efficiency of up to 97% than Nafion
(91%), but a slightly lower power density of 900 mW m–2, compared to 945 mW m–2 with a
Nafion binder (97).

2. 3 Membranes, separators and spacers

2.3.1 Membranes
It has been shown that proton exchange membranes (PEMs) are not necessary for power
generation in single chamber air cathode MFCs. When a PEM (Nafion) was hot-pressed to a
carbon cloth air cathode, the CE increased from 9–12% to 40–50%, but power was reduced from
12.5 to 6.6 W m–3 (98). Various types of membranes have been used to separate the anode and the
cathode chambers in MFCs, including AEM, CEM, forward osmosis (FO) and bipolar, for
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reasons other than just power production. Pairs of AEMs and CEMs have been inserted between
the anode and the cathode chambers for simultaneous desalination, electricity generation and
wastewater treatment (99, 100). Thinner, laboratory-synthesized membranes produced better salt
removal efficiencies than commercial AEMs and CEMs (Membrane International Inc.) (99).
Adding a bipolar membrane between anode chamber and AEM allowed for simultaneous
production of HCl and NaOH in the cell, in addition to achieving desalination, when additional
voltage was added to the cell (101). The combination of a reverse electrodialysis stack (RED),
which consists of several AEM and CEM pairs, with an MFC greatly enhanced the MFC
performance, resulting in a high power of 4.3 W m–2 when acetate was used as the fuel (102).
Capture of low-grade thermal energy as electricity can be achieved by using ammonia
bicarbonate as a draw solution, while at the same time producing 2.9 W m–2 using domestic
wastewater (103). Using FO membrane as a separator between the anode and cathode chamber
accomplished wastewater treatment, water extraction (from the wastewater), and electricity
generation (104).

2.3.2 Separators
In SEA MFCs, membranes can be used as separators to prevent short-circuiting. The use of these
membranes in MFCs increases CEs but also increases internal resistance and decreases power
production (8, 54, 55, 61, 105-107). With a SS mesh to prevent membrane deformation, AEMs
consistently produced better performance than CEMs in MFCs, as the use of CEM resulted in a
higher pH gradient across the membrane and larger changes in solution conductivity than those
observed with an AEM (105).
An ideal separator material should have a high proton permeability which does not inhibit
proton transfer to the cathode, a low oxygen permeability to improve CE, and resistance to
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biodegradation. With an SEA setup, volumetric power densities of MFCs can be greatly increased
due to the reduced reactor volume (21, 61, 108). A porous material called J-cloth was proposed as
a separator material. When electrodes were closely spaced, the use of this material significantly
decreased the internal resistance, resulting in a high power of 627 W m–3 (1120 mW m–2) in fedbatch mode, and 1010 W m–3 in continuous flow mode (double SEAs and an empty bed volume
of 2.5 mL) (108). However, this separator material is biodegradable which limits its usefulness
for practical applications. Glass fiber is a non-biodegradable material that showed performance
comparable to that of J-cloth (61). With glass fiber (thickness of 1.0 mm) and a flat carbon cloth
anode, power production was 70 W m–3 (1195 mW m–2) with a single SEA, and 150 W m–3 with
double SEAs (963 mW m–2). Power was further increased to 696 W m–3 (895 mW m–2) using a
0.3 cm electrode spacing and double SEAs. The decreased power densities based on surface area
were due to the adverse effect of oxygen intrusion on power production with the double SEA
configuration and the closer electrode spacing. Glass fiber separators have a disadvantage of
unraveling in reactors during operation (14, 20), and anode fibers can easily penetrate this
material causing short-circuiting. A textile separator has been used to avoid these drawbacks
associated with glass fiber separators (20).
Mesh supporters have been used to avoid water gaps between a separator and the
cathode, without adversely affecting the power production (105, 109). Pressing a SS mesh against
AEM or CEM membrane separators prevented membrane deformation and thus eliminated the
water gaps between the membrane and the cathode (105). With a brush anode and a glass fiber
separator, the maximum power density with a plastic mesh supporter and a single cathode was 75
W m–3, which was the same as that produced in the MFC without a supporter (74 W m–3) (109).
CEs are usually inversely correlated with power production, as materials that hinder
oxygen transfer usually also impede proton transport (110, 111). Nylon and glass fiber separators
with different pore sizes were examined in MFCs, and larger pore sizes were found to be
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beneficial for higher power production due to the less proton hindrance, but they produced lower
CEs (111). An alternative approach to avoid water accumulation and pH gradients between the
separator and the cathode is to coat the water-facing side of the cathodes with a polymer (110).
Anion exchange, cation exchange, and neutral polymer coatings of different thicknesses were
compared in MFCs, and the performance of cathodes made with these materials also showed the
same trade-offs between power production and CEs as cathodes with separators made with
different materials. A thin layer of anion exchange polymer coating resulted in the highest power
(1167 mW m−2) among different polymer coatings tested, and this was 2.6 times that obtained
with a cation exchange coating (439 mW m−2). Thicker coatings reduced oxygen diffusion into
the anode chamber and had increased CEs (56–64%) compared to an uncoated cathode (29%),
but power values were very low (255–574 mW m−2) (110). Therefore, separator materials that
have high proton or water transport properties, but low oxygen permeabilities, are needed for both
high power production and high CEs for MFCs that have a SEA configuration.

2.3.3 Spacers
Spacers have been proposed to make more compact MFC electrode stacks without adversely
affecting the performance (112), but there is little research reported on their use in MFCs. The use
of a spacer between the cathodes can minimize the distance between adjacent cathodes, and thus
minimize overall reactor size when stacks of MFCs are used. A single 1.5 mm expanded plastic
mesh spacer was used in MFCs to produce a maximum power density (973 mWm–2), which was
similar to that of an MFC with the cathode exposed directly to air (no spacer) (112). This suggests
that the use of spacers can help reduce reactor volume and therefore cost.
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2.4 Outlook
A review of these materials shows great advances are being made that bring MFCs closer to
practal large- scale applications. The cost of the materials used in MFCs has been greatly
reduced, while even better performance has been obtained with some of the low-cost alternatives.
However, more work is still needed to optimize these systems and demonstrate long-term stability
for these materials. With a deeper understanding of the factors that limit power generation and
long term performance of the system, the development of other novel materials could further
enhance the performance and reduce cost. It is hoped that with sustained progress into costeffective materials and designs, MFCs will be implemented in wastewater treatment plants in the
near future.
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Chapter 3
Mesh optimization for microbial fuel cell cathodes constructed around
stainless steel mesh current collectors 1

Abstract
Mesh current collectors made of stainless steel (SS) can be integrated into microbial fuel cell
(MFC) cathodes constructed of a reactive carbon black and Pt catalyst mixture and a
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) diffusion layer. It is shown here that the mesh properties of these
cathodes can significantly affect performance. Cathodes made from the coarsest mesh (30-mesh)
achieved the highest maximum power of 1616±25 mW m–2 (normalized to cathode projected
surface area; 47.1±0.7 W m–3 based on liquid volume), while the finest mesh (120-mesh) had the
lowest power density (599±57 mW m–2). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy showed that
charge transfer and diffusion resistances decreased with increasing mesh opening size. Oxygen
permeability increased with mesh opening size, accounting for the decreased diffusion resistance.
At higher current densities, diffusion became a limiting factor, especially for fine mesh with low
oxygen transfer coefficients. These results demonstrate the critical nature of the mesh size used
for constructing MFC cathodes.

1

Materials presented in this chapter was published in the following paper: Zhang, F.; Merrill, M. D.;
Tokash, J. C.; Saito, T.; Cheng, S.; Hickner, M. A.; Logan, B. E., Mesh optimization for microbial
fuel cell cathodes constructed around stainless steel mesh current collectors. Journal of Power Sources
2011, 196, (3), 1097-1102.
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3.1 Introduction
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are devices that use bacteria as catalysts to oxidize organic or
inorganic matter and generate current (1-5). One promising application for MFCs is wastewater
treatment, where energy is recovered from organic matter while at the same time the wastewater
is treated. Many chemicals have been used as electron acceptors in MFCs, but oxygen is the most
cost-effective, sustainable and environmental friendly electron acceptor for wastewater treatment
applications. Air cathodes, which have one side exposed to air and the other exposed to
wastewater, provide an efficient method for transferring oxygen to the cathode catalytic sites.
Oxygen used at the cathode is readily replenished directly from air without the need for
wastewater aeration (6).
The power densities produced by MFCs are mainly limited by the cathode performance
and high ohmic resistance of these systems (7, 8). Cathode design is challenging due to the
relative poor kinetics of oxygen reduction reaction under neutral pH conditions in MFCs,
compared to hydrogen fuel cells where cathodes work at much lower pH (9). Improving cathode
performance is therefore critical for increasing power production in MFCs by changes in system
architecture that reduce internal resistance, such as by reducing electrode spacing and increasing
solution conductivity (10, 11). However, the most critical factor in the development of new
cathodes for MFCs is to use inexpensive materials that lack precious metals.
Metal current collectors are usually needed for fuel cell electrodes especially for large
scale systems to avoid large in-plane resistances across the electrode area, and therefore MFC
electrodes are being constructed around inexpensive current collectors. For example, graphite
fiber brush electrodes have a twisted metal core to facilitate electron transfer from the bacteria to
the circuit. Using this type of anode a maximum power density of 2400 mW m–2 was produced in
a small laboratory-scale reactor (12). Stainless steel (SS) mesh has been used as a cathode current
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collector (13, 14). By adding a SS mesh to the surface of an anion exchange membrane coated
with a conductive graphite paint, power was increased from 450 mW m–2 to 575 mW m–2 (14). It
was recently shown that the current collector could be directly integrated into the cathode
structure by constructing the cathode around the current collector. Inexpensive activated carbon
(AC) and a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder were pressed onto a Ni mesh, with an
additional PTFE layer serving as a diffusion layer. This AC cathode produced a maximum of
1220 mW m–2, despite the lack of a metal catalyst (15). A different type of mesh cathode was
constructed using SS mesh by coating one side of the mesh with a poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) and carbon black diffusion layer (air side) and the other side with a Pt/C catalyst layer
(13). Power densities were optimized by limiting oxygen diffusion by varying the number of
PDMS/carbon black diffusion layers. The optimum condition was two diffusion layers, which
produced power densities of 1610 mW m–2 (13). In both of these studies the effect of the mesh
size on the electrode was not considered. However, the opening size and amount of metal used in
the mesh could affect oxygen transfer, proton transfer, electrical conductivity, and relative contact
between the coatings and metal surfaces, all of which can affect cathode performance.
In this study, we examined the effect of mesh size on cathode performance for SS mesh
having five different sizes, with all mesh containing the same PDMS/carbon black diffusion
layers and Pt/C catalyst. The different mesh cathodes were analyzed for power production,
resistances due to cathode charge transfer and diffusion, electrode capacitance, and oxygen
transfer.
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Cathodes
Cathodes were constructed from stainless steel mesh, Pt, and PDMS as previously described (13).
SS woven wire (plain weave) sizes, characterized by the number of openings per linear inch
(from coarse to fine) were: 30×30, 50×50, 70×70, 90×90 and 120×120 (Table 3-1, type 304 SS,
McMaster-Carr, OH). Mesh characteristics of openings per linear inch, wire diameter, opening
size and fractional open area were specified by the manufacturers. Specific surface area (surface
area per unit volume ratio) and porosity of the mesh (void fraction) were calculated based on the
assumption that the mesh thickness was twice that of the individual wire diameters, and that the
wires were uniformly cylindrical and in point-to-point contact. Two layers of PDMS/carbon black
were applied to the air side as diffusion layer (13). After applying the diffusion layer, the Pt
catalyst layer with a nominal loading of 0.5 mg per cm2 of cathode projected area (5 mg cm–2
10% Pt on Vulcan XC-72 with 33.3 μL cm–2 of 5 wt% Nafion solution as binder) was applied to
the SS mesh on the side facing the solution (8).

3.2.2 MFC construction and operation
MFCs were single-chamber cubic-shaped reactors constructed as previously described (16), with
an anode chamber 4 cm long and 3 cm in diameter. The anode was a single ammonia gas treated
graphite fiber brush (25 mm diameter × 25 mm length; fiber type PANEX 33 160K, ZOLTEK)
(12, 17). All reactors were inoculated using the effluent from an MFC operated for over two
years. The medium contained sodium acetate as the fuel (1.0 g L–1), and a phosphate buffer
nutrient solution (PBS; conductivity of 6.82 mS cm–1) containing: Na2HPO4, 4.58 g L–1;
NaH2PHO4 ·H2O 2.45 g L–1; NH4Cl 0.31 g L–1; KCl 0.13 g L–1; trace minerals (12.5 mL L–1) and
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vitamins (5 mL L–1) (18). Reactors were all operated in fed-batch mode at 30 oC and were refilled
each time when the voltage decreased to less than 20 mV forming one complete cycle of
operation.

Table 3-1. Rct, Rd and capacitance at OCP, 0.1 V and 0 V with cathode made from mesh of
different size.
Mesh size / N inch–1
Opening size / mm
Wire diameter / mm
Fractional open area / %
Porosity
Specific surface area / mm–1
OCP
Rct / Ω cm2
0.1 V
0V
OCP
Rd / Ω cm2
0.1 V
0V
OCP
C / Ω–1 sn cm–2
0.1 V
0V
OCP
n
0.1 V
0V

30
0.53
0.30
40.8
0.70
3.9
4.9
1.6
0.04
6.6
0.6
1.0
1.42
2.12
1.05
0.79
0.70
0.36

50
0.28
0.23
30.3
0.61
6.8
3.7
1.7
0.03
8.7
1.0
1.1
1.06
1.20
0.81
0.82
0.72
0.42

70
0.20
0.17
29.8
0.61
9.5
5.1
3.1
0.02
12.4
0.6
0.8
0.95
1.30
0.87
0.89
0.73
0.49

90
0.15
0.14
25.4
0.57
12.4
5.4
3.6
0.74
10.8
1.2
12.2
0.81
0.98
0.97
0.90
0.75
0.81

120
0.12
0.09
30.5
0.62
16.2
6.6
5.1
1.3
12.2
1.4
12.6
0.50
0.74
0.65
0.86
0.71
0.81

3.2.3 Calculations and measurements
Voltage (E) across the external resistor (1 kΩ, except as noted) in the MFC circuit was measured
at 20 min intervals using a data acquisition system (2700, Keithley Instrument, OH) connected to
a personal computer. Current (I = E/R) and power (P = IE) were calculated as previously
described (3), with the current density and power density normalized by the projected surface
area of the cathode. To obtain the polarization and power density curves as a function of current,
external circuit resistances were varied from 1000 to 20 Ω in decreasing order every 20 min.
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Physical characteristics of woven wire mesh can affect reactor performance, as shown in
other engineered systems such as catalytic reactors and filters (19-21). The wire diameter and the
fractional opening (porosity) of a typical screen are the most significant factors. Under static flow
conditions (no advective transport though the mesh), transport by diffusion can be modeled using
DCj,p = DCj (θ/τf) (macroporous matrix diffusion model), where DCj,p is the diffusion constant for
chemical C in the porous matrix filled with phase j, DCj the diffusion constant for chemical C in
phase j, θ the porosity of the porous medium, and τf the tortuosity factor (22). For plain weaves
the fluid path length and the screen thickness are essentially equal and τf = 1 (19). In order to
assess how mesh porosity affected mesh mass transfer properties, oxygen permeability was
measured in terms of oxygen transfer coefficient as previously described using the same 4-cm
reactor examined in MFC tests (23). Dissolved oxygen concentrations were measured using a
non-consumptive oxygen probe (NeoFox, Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL).
The mesh characteristics can also be expected to affect charge transfer and current
distribution in cathodes. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) can be used to
characterize electrode properties and measure the MFC internal resistance Rint (24-26).
Electrochemical properties including three sources of resistance: charge transfer resistance (Rct),
diffusion resistance (Rd), solution resistance (Rs), and capacitance of the catalyst double layer are
determined by fitting the measured impedance data to an equivalent circuit.
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and EIS were used to electrochemically characterize
the cathodes using a potentiostat (PC4/750, Gamry Instruments). Cathodes were placed in an
electrochemical cell consisting of a working electrode (cathode with 7 cm2 projected surface
area), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE-5B; BASi, West Lafayette, IN) and a Pt counter
electrode (13). For LSV tests, the cathode was equilibrated to +0.5 V for one hour and then
scanned at –1 mV s–1 to 0 V (vs. standard hydrogen electrode, SHE) with current interrupt IR
compensation to dynamically correct uncompensated resistance errors. Impedance measurements
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were conducted at open circuit and polarized conditions which were 0.1 V and 0 V versus SHE (–
0.1 V and –0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl) over a frequency range of 100 kHz to 1 mHz with a sinusoidal
perturbation of 10 mV amplitude. Resistances and capacitances were normalized to cathode
projected surface area.
Constant phase element
R.E.

W.E.
Zw

Rs
Rct

Warburg
diffusion

Figure 3-1. Equivalent circuit of the electrochemical cell for EIS.

EIS spectra were fitted into an equivalent circuit using Gamry Echem Analyst software
(provided by the potentiostat manufacturer). The equivalent circuit used here assumes that the
cathode reaction is affected by both reaction kinetics and diffusion (Figure 3-1), with the symbol
Rs for solution resistance and Rct for charge transfer resistance. A constant phase element (CPE)
was used instead of a capacitor in order to model double layer capacitance when surface
roughness or a distribution of reactions across the surface can affect overall kinetics. The CPE has
two parameters: C and n. C indicates the capacitance, and it is the value of the admittance at ω =
1 rad s–1 (~0.16 Hz). The phase angle depression factor, n, has a value between 0 and 1 and it
describes the level of ideality for the CPE circuit element (n = 1 is perfectly ideal capacitive
behavior). A porous bounded Warburg element was used to evaluate diffusion resistance in terms
of two parameters: Y0 and B. Y0 is the magnitude of the admittance at ω = 1 rad s–1, while B
characterizes the time it takes for a reactant to diffuse through a thin film, which in our case is the
thin film of electrolyte between the electrode and the permeable PDMS membrane. The ratio B/Y0
indicates the magnitude of diffusion resistance Rd.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Performance of SS mesh cathodes in MFCs with different mesh sizes
Large differences in power production by cathodes with different mesh size were observed based
on polarization data. MFCs with 30-mesh cathodes achieved the highest power density of
1616±25 mW m–2 (± S.D., duplicate reactors), which was similar to that produced with 50-mesh
of 1563±128 mW m–2 (Figure 3-2A). Cathodes made from 70-mesh achieved a slightly lower
power density of 1415±125 mW m–2. Power production was much lower when smaller mesh
opening sizes were used, with 982±62 mW m–2 for the 90-mesh and 599±57 mW m–2 for the 120mesh (Figure 3-2A). Cathode potentials followed the same trend as the power production, and
anode potentials were all similar, providing evidence that the cathode performance was the reason
for the differences in power generation among these reactors (Figure 3-2B).

3.3.2 LSV tests
SS mesh cathodes with different mesh size were examined using LSV to evaluate the effect of SS
mesh size on electrochemical performance in the absence of bacteria. Current densities of
cathodes increased in magnitude with increasing mesh opening sizes and with increasing
overpotentials (Figure 3-3). Cathodes made from 30- and 50-mesh had similar current densities
across the higher scanned potentials, while 50-mesh performed slightly better at low potentials.
Current densities of the SS mesh cathodes with smaller mesh openings had reduced activities
compared to the coarser meshes, and the cathode made from the finest mesh (120-mesh) had the
lowest current response at any given scanned potential (Figure 3-3). These scans demonstrate
inherent differences in electrochemical properties of cathodes based on their mesh (opening)
sizes.
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Figure 3-2. (A) Power densities and (B) Electrode potentials of SS mesh cathodes with different
mesh size as a function of current density (normalized to cathode projected surface area) obtained
by varying the external circuit resistance (1000 - 20 Ω). (Error bars ± SD based on measurement
of two duplicate reactors.)
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3.3.3 Impedance of the cathodes
EIS was performed at open circuit and polarized conditions of 0.1 V and 0 V. Open circuit
cathode potential ranged between 0.354-0.385 V (vs. SHE) from fine to coarse mesh. Internal
resistance decreased with an increase in mesh opening size (from fine to coarse mesh, Figure 3-4
and Figure 3-5), which is due to differences in current density at the various fixed potentials
under consideration. This behavior is shown by a decrease in the size of the semi-circle produced
in Nyquist plots (Figure 3-4). As expected, solution resistances (Rs) were all similar for the
cathodes at different polarized conditions due to the use of the same cell configuration and
solution in EIS tests (Figure 3-5). However, other electrochemical properties (Rct, Rd and double
layer capacitance) were altered by the use of cathodes with different sized mesh. Rct generally
decreased with increasing mesh opening size, and decreased with increasing oxygen reduction
overpotential (OCP  0.1 V  0 V; Figure 3-5). At 0.1 V, the cathode made from 30-mesh had
the smallest Rct of 1.6 Ω cm2 while 120-mesh had the largest of Rct = 5.1 Ω cm2. These values
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decreased to Rct = 0.04 Ω cm2 (30 mesh) and 1.3 Ω cm2 (120 mesh) at the higher overpotential (0
V).
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Figure 3-4. Nyquist plots of EIS spectra by SS mesh cathodes with different mesh size at (A)
open circuit, (B) 0.1 V, (C) 0 V. (Resistances normalized to cathode projected surface area.)
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Diffusion resistances also decreased from fine to coarse mesh at open circuit and
polarized conditions. Rd decreased from 1.4 Ω cm2 to 0.6 Ω cm2 as mesh size decreased from 120to 30-mesh (0.1 V). At the higher overpotential (0 V), Rd had larger variations with mesh size,
with Rd = 12.2 Ω cm2 for 90-mesh, and Rd = 12.6 Ω cm2 for 120-mesh. These values are an order
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of magnitude larger than those of other coarser mesh cathodes (all <1.2 Ω cm2) (Table 3-1, Figure
3-5C). Thus, the increase in the diameter of the semi-circle in Nyquist plots when EIS was
performed at 0 V compared to 0.1 V, was mainly due to the increase of Rd (Figure 3-4 B and C).
Double layer capacitance increased from fine to coarse mesh at both open circuit and
polarized conditions (Table 3-1). This increase was due to more charge buildup at the interface
between electrode and electrolyte because of higher current densities achieved by coarser mesh
cathodes. It was also likely that coarser mesh cathodes produced more interface between
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Figure 3-6. Experimental and predicted oxygen transfer coefficient (based on the macroporous
matrix diffusion model) of SS mesh cathodes with different sized mesh, and maximum power
densities achieved by these cathodes, against mesh opening size.

3.3.4 Oxygen permeability
Cathodes with different mesh size had different oxygen permeabilities, likely due to hindered
diffusion by the mesh. Oxygen transfer coefficients increased with increasing opening size of
mesh. Cathodes made from 30-mesh had the highest oxygen transfer coefficient of 2.2±0.2 ×10–3
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cm s–1 and finer mesh had lower values from 2.1±0.2 ×10–3 cm s–1 (50-mesh) to 1.7±0.1 ×10–3 cm
s–1 (120-mesh) (Figure 3-6). It was expected from the macroporous matrix diffusion model that
the oxygen transfer coefficient would have a linear relationship against mesh porosity, and this
was shown by general good agreement between predicted (based on the initial experimental value
for the 30-mesh sample) and experimental oxygen transfer coefficients. However, maximum
power production increased much more rapidly than the oxygen transfer coefficients with the
increasing mesh opening size from 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm (Figure 3-6), suggesting that other
characteristics of the system such as wire diameter and contact between metal and catalyst,
affected overall power production. Additional comparisons of oxygen transfer to porosity and
fractional open area did not explain the observed increases in power (see Appendix A).

3.4 Discussion
Reactor performance generally increased with increasing mesh opening size from fine to coarse
mesh. The best performance was obtained with SS mesh cathodes made using 30-mesh, resulting
in a maximum power density of 1616±25 mW m–2 (47.1±0.7 W m–3). Cathodes made from 50mesh had similar performance to those made with 30-mesh, but the use of finer mesh resulted in
less power production and lower cathode potentials. Cathode made from 90-mesh produced 982 ±
62 mW m–2, which was lower than that obtained in previous tests (1610±56 mW m–2) (13),
primarily due to differences in solution conductivity (8.2 mS cm–1 compared to 6.8 mS cm–1
here), but also perhaps the use of different inocula and variations in materials (different batches of
stainless steel mesh).
Both electrochemical studies and MFC tests show that mesh properties can appreciably
affect MFC performance. Coarser mesh cathodes exhibited higher current densities in LSV
voltammograms and produced higher power in MFCs, due to lower values of both Rct and Rd. Rs
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were all similar among all the cathodes, and this solution resistance can be reduced by
minimizing the space between anode and cathode using a separator (27, 28). When EIS was
conducted at a fixed cathode potential of 0.1 V, close to the point of maximum power production
for most cathodes in MFC tests (Figure 3-2B), Rct was the largest contributor to resistance,
indicating that the cathode reaction was primarily kinetically limited under our operating
conditions. Kinetic limitations suggest that improving oxygen reduction kinetics is important for
improving MFC performance. Comparing Rct at different potentials, a higher oxygen reduction
overpotential resulted in a lower Rct because of the larger driving force for electron transfer. At a
given potential, coarser mesh cathodes had lower Rct values than the finer mesh. There are two
possible reasons for this difference. One is that coarser mesh with larger wire diameter had more
mesh/catalyst contacts which would lower the resistance for electrons going across metal surface
and distributing among catalyst sites. The other possible reason is that catalysts could be more
effective in oxygen reduction on coarser mesh cathodes, as inferred from the variation in double
layer capacitance of the cathodes as discussed below.
Double layer capacitance can be related to the electrode-electrolyte networks in the
catalytic layer because capacitance is induced by the buildup of charge at the electrode-electrolyte
interface. Measurement of the double layer capacitance can be used as an in situ assessment of
the wetted surface area, i.e. the electroactive surface area (29, 30). In this study, double layer
capacitance increased from 120-mesh to 30-mesh, suggesting that the coarser mesh had larger
active surface area and thus a higher catalyst utilization. It is possible that a coarse mesh allows
more catalyst/mesh contacts as the catalyst layer “sinks” into the openings of the mesh, while the
catalyst layer sits on top of the fine mesh. In that case, the catalyst layer on coarse mesh coats
more of the wires and produces more catalyst/mesh contacts, so that the coarse mesh can produce
more interface between the metal surface, catalyst layer, and the electrolyte. Larger currents
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achieved by coarser mesh also contributed to more surface charge buildup, resulting in a higher
capacitance for the coarser mesh cathodes.
Oxygen transfer through cathodes was hindered by the impermeable SS mesh, with
measured mass transfer coefficients in general agreement with diffusion calculations. The lack of
agreement with the model for this oxygen transfer coefficient was possibly a result of the impact
of overall diffusion rates in the microporous PDMS and carbon black layer rather than mass
transfer controlled by overall porosity of the SS mesh openings. The variations in cathode oxygen
permeabilities resulted in different Rd values, with coarser mesh having higher oxygen transfer
coefficients and lower Rd values. When EIS was conducted at 0 V, the Rd was much larger than
Rct (Figure 3-5C), and diffusion limitations became the dominant factor affecting cathode
performance. We observed that the Rd values for the 90-mesh and 120-mesh cathodes
substantially increased at 0 V, most likely due to oxygen depletion at the high current densities.
Therefore, 30, 50, 70-mesh cathodes with much less Rd exhibited much higher current densities at
0 V in LSV tests (due to a lack of oxygen diffusion limitations in these mesh cathodes) compared
to finer mesh cathodes (90, 120-mesh).

3.5 Conclusions
These experiments have shown that SS mesh can appreciably affect the cathode performance. By
selecting commercially available SS mesh with different mesh size numbers, mesh properties
such as opening size, wire diameter, surface area all varied. These changes in properties affected
oxygen transfer and the efficiency of catalyst, as indicated by a change in the double layer
capacitance, charge transfer resistance, and diffusion resistance of the cathodes. MFC
performance was primarily kinetics limited for our operating conditions, and this was the main
reason for the variations in MFC performance with the different SS mesh cathodes. Oxygen
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transfer hindrance through the mesh was more related to opening size of the SS mesh, and this
hindrance further affected the diffusion resistance of the cathodes. Cathode oxygen reduction
rates were limited by diffusion at higher current densities, however, especially for the fine mesh.
Coarse mesh provided the best performance, and the maximum power production reached a
plateau when we increased the mesh opening size (Figure 3-6). Therefore, based on our
experiments the 30- or 50-mesh are the most optimal materials for maximizing power production.
These coarse meshes also have better mechanical strength because of the larger diameter wires
used for fabrication, favoring their use in practical applications as current collectors in MFC
cathodes.
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Chapter 4
Novel anti-flooding poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) catalyst binder for
microbial fuel cell cathodes 2

Abstract
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was investigated as an alternative to Nafion as an air cathode
catalyst binder in microbial fuel cells (MFCs). Cathodes were constructed around either stainless
steel (SS) mesh or copper mesh using PDMS as both catalyst binder and diffusion layer, and
compared to cathodes of the same structure having a Nafion binder. With PDMS binder, copper
mesh cathodes produced a maximum power of 1710±1 mW m−2, while SS mesh had a slightly
lower power of 1680±12 mW m−2, with both values comparable to those obtained with Nafion
binder. Cathodes with PDMS binder had stable power production of 1510±22 mW m−2 (copper)
and 1480±56 mW m−2 (SS) over 15 days at cycle 15, compared to 40% decrease in power with
the Nafion binder. Cathodes with PDMS binder had lower total cathode impedance than Nafion.
This is due to a large decrease in diffusion resistance, because hydrophobic PDMS effectively
prevented catalyst sites from filling up with water, improving oxygen mass transfer. The cost of
PDMS is only 0.23% of that of Nafion. These results showed that PDMS is a very effective and
low-cost alternative to Nafion binder that will be useful for large scale construction of these
cathodes for MFC applications.

2

Materials presented in this chapter was summarized in the following paper: Zhang, F.; Chen, G.;
Hickner, M. A.; Logan, B. E., Novel anti-flooding poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) catalyst binder for
microbial fuel cell cathodes. Journal of Power Sources 2012 in press.
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4.1 Introduction
Microbial fuel cell (MFC) based technologies have attracted considerable attention as a method to
extract bioelectricity from biomass, especially from organic matter and pollutants in wastewater
(1-5). In an MFC bacteria oxidize organic or inorganic matter and donate electrons to the anode
to generate current (3, 4). Air cathode MFCs are the most promising configuration for
applications involving wastewater treatment, due to the electrical power output, simple structure
of the reactors, and the lack of a need for aerating the wastewater. However, oxygen reduction at
the cathode is limited by poor kinetics under MFC typical operating conditions (ambient
temperature and neutral pH), and mass transport limitations due to diffusion of oxygen through
the cathode porous structure, the low solubility and diffusivity of oxygen in water, and
accumulation of inert gas in the pores (6, 7). As a result, the cathode is usually the limiting factor
in power production in most MFCs (8-10). Cathode performance and its limited surface area have
therefore been found to be two of the main challenges for scaling up MFCs for wastewater
treatment applications (11).
Nafion has been used as a standard catalyst binder polymer for MFCs, due to its high
proton conductivity. Efforts have been made to find alternatives to Nafion, because it is a very
expensive polymer which costs $667 per m2. Low-cost hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) has been tested as the binder in several studies (12, 13). Replacing Nafion with PTFE in
an MFC decreased power generation from 480±20 mW m–2 to 360±10 mW m–2, although the
PTFE binder showed less degradation in performance over time (12). Mixtures of PTFE and
Nafion have been examined, and power decreased inversely with the amount of PTFE in the
binder. With only the PTFE binder, the maximum power was 549 mW m–2, compared to 1060
mW m–2 obtained using only Nafion (13). Comparison of sulfonated and non-sulfonated
poly(sulfone) showed that the non-ionic binder had better electrochemical performance and the
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lowest charge transfer resistance, suggesting that the ionic binder resulted in ionic gradients that
impeded proton transfer (14). The ionic binder had the highest initial power of 1660 mW m–2 in
the 2nd cycle, but the non-sulfonated poly(sulfone) (Radel) produced the most power (1200 mW
m–2, with 100 mM phosphate buffer) after 22 cycles, and it was the best in terms of long-term
stability. Further tests with hydrophilic polymers have shown that non-ionic polymers, with
greater water uptake, increased the accessible surface area for oxygen reduction and thus
increased the performance (15). Although these alternative binders all initially had a lower power
production than Nafion, performance of the best materials became nearly equivalent to Nafion in
longer term tests (14, 15).
Water flooding is a significant negative factor for cathode performance in fuel cell
studies as it reduces oxygen transfer to the reaction sites in the cathode. Water flooding within the
catalyst, or in the diffusion layer, can result in a non-uniform distribution of reactant over the
active catalyst area (16). Flooding reduces cathode performance in two separate ways: by
covering electrochemically active sites with liquid water, and by hindering oxygen transport to
the reaction sites (8). In air cathode MFCs, cathodes have one side facing the solution and the
other side facing air, with the cathode catalyst directly in contact with liquid water. Compared to
polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cell operation conditions, MFCs operate at much
lower temperatures with passive air flow, and any product water would be more likely to
condense to liquid water and thus would not be easily removed by convection on the air side.
These disadvantages could result in water flooding problems in MFCs, but this issue has not been
well addressed in these systems.
Most strategies for mitigating water flooding in fuel cells are based on introducing
hydrophobic materials into the cathode structure, for example by applying a hydrophobic
diffusion layer to the air-side of the cathode, or using a micro-porous layer (17, 18). Wet proofing
using polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) was shown to increase the performance of nickel foam
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cathodes in MFCs, likely through the inhibition of nickel corrosion and reduction in cathode
flooding (19). An anti-flooding cathode catalyst layer was developed for a PEM fuel cell by
adding dimethyl silicone oil into the catalyst layer with a Nafion binder, which increased
hydrophobicity and more effectively expelled water out of the voids of the catalyst layer, and
increased power (20). These studies showed that creating more hydrophobic conditions can be
beneficial for power production by mitigating water flooding at the cathode catalyst layer.
The hydrophobic polymer poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) was examined here as a novel
anti-flooding catalyst binder for MFC cathodes because it is also highly permeable to oxygen.
Unlike Nafion, PDMS is not ionically conductive. PDMS is an inexpensive polymer, which has
previously only been used to make diffusion layers on the air-side of MFC cathode to prevent
water leakage, because it is easy to apply with a low curing temperature (17, 21). In order to
examine the usefulness of PDMS as a catalyst binder, cathodes were constructed around stainless
(SS) or copper mesh, with a PDMS binder for the catalyst layer on the solution-side, and a PDMS
diffusion layer on the air-side to prevent water leakage. Copper mesh was compared to SS mesh
due to its high electrical conductivity, which could benefit increased power production. Cathodes
were made using 50-mesh materials, which were previously shown to have high power
production among a series of different sized mesh (21). These cathodes were compared to
cathodes made with the same materials except for the use of a Nafion binder. Cathodes were
tested in MFCs for 15 cycles using pre-acclimated anodes to examine the effect of the binder and
mesh materials on power production, cathode potentials, and coulombic recoveries. Cathodes
were also characterized abiotically using galvanostatic polarization and electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy in an electrochemical cell.
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4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Cathodes
Cathodes were constructed around 50×50 mesh (mesh opening size of 0.28 mm and wire
diameter of 0.23 mm) as previously described (21), except that PDMS was used as the catalyst
binder, with either SS (Type 304) or copper mesh (McMaster-Carr, OH). For the catalyst layer, 5
wt% PDMS was used as the binder for 0.5 mg cm−2 Pt (treatment), and compared to cathodes
made with Nafion binder (33.3 μL cm−2 of 5 wt% Nafion solution) (control). PDMS was prepared
using a 10:1 mixture of SYLGARD 184 silicone elastomer base and SYLGARD184 silicone
elastomer curing agent (Dow Corning, MI), that was further diluted to 5 wt% with toluene (17).
To avoid inactivating the Pt catalyst at high temperatures, the PDMS binder was cured at room
temperature for at least two days before being used. Two layers of PDMS/carbon black were also
on the air-facing side as the diffusion layer to prevent water leakage through the cathode as
previously described (17).

4.2.2 MFC construction and operation
MFCs were single-chamber cubic-shaped reactors with an anode chamber 4 cm long and 3 cm in
diameter (22). The anodes were graphite fiber brushes that were heat treated at 450 °C for 30 min
and inoculated with a pre-acclimated cell suspension from an existing MFC (23). MFCs were
fully acclimated and operated in fed-batch mode using carbon cloth cathodes with Pt catalyst at
30 °C before changing to the metal mesh cathodes. The medium contained 1 g L–1 sodium acetate
dissolved in 50 mM phosphorus buffer (Na2HPO4, 4.58 g L–1; NaH2PHO4 ·H2O 2.45 g L–1; NH4Cl
0.31 g L–1; KCl 0.13 g L–1; trace minerals and vitamins; conductivity of 6.95 mS cm–1). The
external resistance was set at the resistance which produced the maximum power in polarization
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tests at cycle 1 and cycle 6: 50 Ω for cathodes with PDMS binder, and 75 Ω for cathodes with
Nafion binder (except during cycles 2 to cycle 5, where cathodes with copper mesh and Nafion
binder were set at 50 Ω). All reactors were operated in duplicate at 30 °C.

4.2.3 Calculations and measurements
Voltage (E) across the external resistor in the MFC circuit was measured at 20 min intervals using
a data acquisition system (2700, Keithley Instrument, OH) connected to a personal computer.
Current (I = E/R) and power (P = IE) were normalized by the projected surface area of the
cathode (7 cm2). Polarization tests were performed using the single-cycle method at the first cycle
and cycle 6 by varying the external circuit resistances from 1000 to 20 Ω in decreasing order (20
min per resistance). Coulombic recoveries were calculated as the ratio of recovered coulombs to
the theoretical amount of coulombs that can be produced from acetate oxidation (1).

4.2.4 Electrochemical tests
Cathodes were characterized using galvanostatic polarization and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) with a potentiostat (PC4/750, Gamry Instruments) in an abiotic
electrochemical cell. The electrochemical cell consists of a working electrode (air cathode with 7
cm2 projected surface area), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., RE-5B;
+0.211 V versus a standard hydrogen electrode, SHE) and a Pt mesh counter electrode (17). The
cathode in this electrochemical cell was identical to that in the MFC, with the solution present on
the catalyst side of the cathode and air on the other side. Galvanostatic polarization was
performed immediately after putting the cathode into the electrochemical cell, and repeated one
day later to characterize the change of cathode performance due to water flooding. In
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galvanostatic polarization tests a different current was set (0 to –10 mA, in 0.5 mA increments)
for 30 min for the first four points, and at 15 minutes intervals thereafter. Current were then
normalized by the cathode surface area and current density was plotted as a function of the steady
state potential.
EIS tests were performed after the galvanostatic polarization tests. Impedance
measurements were conducted at polarized conditions of 0.2 V, 0.1 V and 0 V (vs SHE), which
were potentials similar to the MFC cathode operating potentials, over a frequency range of 100
kHz to 1 mHz with a sinusoidal perturbation of 10 mV amplitude. Spectra were fitted to an
equivalent circuit as previously described (21) to obtain the solution resistance Rs, charge transfer
resistance Rct, and diffusion resistance Rd.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Power production of cathodes using different binders
Cathodes were examined in MFCs for their power production with pre-acclimated anodes that
produced stable power before the mesh cathodes were used. Polarization tests taken at the cycle 1
and 6 showed that the anode performance was identical among reactors with different cathodes
and at different cycles (Figure 4-1C and D), and therefore changes in power over time were due
to differences in cathode performance. With a PDMS binder, copper and SS mesh cathodes
resulted in similar performance. Cathodes with PDMS binder initially had poorer performance,
with maximum power production of 1260±51 mW m−2 with copper mesh, and similar power of
1210±33 mW m−2 with SS mesh (Figure 4-1A and C). This low power production was assumed to
be due to inhibition of proton transfer that attributed to a low water content, which would have
resulted from using a material like PDMS that had a high hydrophobicity. When the cathodes
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became better wetted with water produced from the current over time, the proton transfer to the
active sites was improved, cathode potentials increased (Figure 4-1C and D), and power increased
to 1710±1 mW m−2 (cycle 4) with copper mesh, and to 1680±12 mW m−2 with SS mesh (cycle 7).
Power production after this time decreased by ca. 12% to 1510±22 mW m−2 with copper mesh
and 1480±56 mW m−2 with SS mesh at cycle 15 (Figure 4-2), likely due to the biofouling of the
cathode surface.
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Figure 4-1. Power density curves at (A) the first cycle and (B) cycle 6, and electrode potentials
(solid symbols for anode potentials and open symbols for cathode potentials) at (C) the first cycle
and (D) cycle 6, with stainless steel (SS) or copper (Cu) mesh cathodes using PDMS binder
compared to Nafion binder.

With Nafion binder, high power densities were initially produced, with 2220±34 mW m−2
using copper mesh and 1840±17 mW m−2 with SS mesh (Figure 4-1A and C). Copper mesh had
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better performance than SS mesh when using the Nafion binder, more likely due to a higher
electrical conductivity of copper which decreased charge transfer resistance (see below). After
several cycles the advantage of Nafion disappeared, which could be a result of several factors,
including biofouling. This change in power was reflected by decreased cathode potentials from
cycle 1 to 6 (Figure 4-1C and D). The maximum power continuously decreased over time,
reaching 1360±3 mW m−2 for the copper mesh and 1060±54 mW m−2 with the SS mesh at cycle
15 with the Nafion binder. These final values were 28% lower than those produced with the
PDMS binder with SS mesh, and 10% lower than those with copper mesh (Figure 4-2). Decreases
in cathode performance over time with Nafion have previously been reported in several studies
(12, 14, 15, 24). Therefore, while power densities were initially larger with a Nafion binder, the
MFCs with the PDMS binder in the cathode produced more stable maximum power than those
with Nafion over time, achieving higher power production after several cycles. The reduced
performance degradation with PDMS binder might be due in some part to its anti-fouling
properties introduced by its hydrophobic surface, making it less prone to performance
degradation over time compared to Nafion.
The power achieved here using PDMS binder in the cathodes was the highest among
studies investigating alternatives to a Nafion binder. In these previous studies carbon cloth was
used as the cathode material, but this material produces power densities similar to those obtained
with SS mesh (17). Although a lower buffer concentration of 50 mM was used in this study
compared to 100 mM, the maximum power density with the PDMS binder (1710±1 mW m−2 with
copper mesh) was still higher than the best performance achieved using the neutral hydrophilic
binder of 1470 mW m−2 (15), and the best result among poly(sulfone) binders of 1660 mW m−2
with 100 mM phosphate buffer (14). The cathodes with PDMS binder had more stable power
production than those using a Nafion binder, which was consistent with previous results that nonionic binders showed more stable performance than Nafion binder (14, 15). Power production at
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cycle 15 (15 days of operation; average of ca. 1500 mW m−2 with SS or copper) remained higher
than the best result of 1310 mW m−2 at cycle 11 (20 days of operation, 100 mM phosphate buffer)
using neutral hydrophilic binders (15). Completely replacing the Nafion binder with PTFE has
been shown to result in a very low power production of 549 mW m−2 (13), which was less than
one third of power production that obtained here using the PDMS binder (although a brush anode
was used in this study, as opposed to a carbon cloth anode). The use of PDMS binder does not
require heating, compared to the PTFE binder that needs to be heated to 370 °C after application
for melting PTFE. Thus the use of PDMS binder is both easily applied, and improves for power
production over time.
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Figure 4-2. Maximum power production over cycles with cathodes built around either stainless
steel or copper mesh, with PDMS or Nafion binder. (Data for cycle 1 and 6 obtained from
polarization tests, rest data obtained by setting external resistor at the resistance where maximum
power was obtained in the polarization tests.)

4.3.2 Coulombic recovery
In general, the different cathodes had similar coulombic recoveries (CRs), which is expected as
the cathodes had the same diffusion layers and similar current densities. At cycle 15, copper mesh
cathodes with the PDMS binder had only a slightly higher CR of 62±2%, compared to 56±1% for
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SS mesh with Nafion binder, 54±2% for copper mesh with Nafion and 53±2% for SS mesh with
PDMS binder (Figure 4-3). The small differences in CR might have resulted from variations in
the amount of biofilm that developed over time on cathodes. As the external resistors were set to
the resistance where maximum power was obtained, these coulombic recoveries were not
obtained at exactly the same current densities, but do indicate the CRs when the MFCs produced
maximum power.
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Figure 4-3. Coulombic recoveries over cycles with cathodes built around either stainless steel or
copper mesh, with PDMS or Nafion binder.

4.3.3 Cathode galvanostatic polarization
Cathodes were examined under abiotic conditions in an electrochemical cell to compare their
performance in the absence of bacteria and a substrate. Cathodes with the PDMS binder initially
had higher overpotentials than those with Nafion binder at low current densities, which we
attributed to insufficient wetting of the cathode surface. When a larger current density was set,
oxygen reduction occurred at a higher rate, which would have formed water faster inside the
cathode, thus wetting the cathode surface more rapidly at the catalyst site. This could explain the
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similar performance of the PDMS cathodes and those with Nafion binder at higher current
densities (Figure 4-4A). When the galvanostatic polarization tests were repeated one day later,
which would have allowed more time for wetting of the hydrophobic PDMS binder, all cathodes
showed nearly identical performance at all current densities (Figure 4-4B). These results were
generally consistent with the MFC tests, where at the first cycle cathodes with Nafion binder
showed much higher potentials than PDMS binder, but after six cycles the cathode potentials
were very similar to each other.
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Figure 4-4. Galvanostatic polarization of cathodes built around either stainless steel or copper
mesh, with PDMS or Nafion binder: (A) immediately after putting cathodes into the reactor; (B)
one day after the pervious polarization test.
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Figure 4-5. Nyquist plots of EIS spectra after at different cathode potentials of (A) 0.2 V, (B) 0.1
V, (C) 0 V. Symbols represent experimental data, and lines represent data fit with the equivalent
circuit.
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4.3.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
EIS was performed at different cathode potentials of 0.2 V, 0.1 V and 0 V, which were similar to
those of the cathodes in MFC tests. Total impedance decreased with increasing oxygen reduction
overpotential (0.2 V  0.1 V  0 V), as shown by the decrease in the size of the semi-circle
produced in Nyquist plots, due to the increasing kinetic driving force by larger overpotentials
(Figure 4-5). At a high potential of 0.2 V (i.e. low overpotential), cathodes with PDMS binder
performed similarly to those with Nafion binder. Copper mesh cathodes with Nafion had the
smallest total impedance, as shown by the smallest semi-circle in the Nyquist plots. Cathodes
with the PDMS binder had a smaller total impedance than the cathode with SS mesh and Nafion
binder (Figure 4-5A). At lower potentials of 0.1 V and 0 V, cathodes with the PDMS binder have
less impedance than those with Nafion, as shown by smaller semi-circles in the Nyquist plots
(Figure 4-5B and C). Copper mesh had similar EIS spectra to those with SS mesh using PDMS
binder, and a smaller impedance than SS mesh with Nafion binder (Figure 4-5), consistent with
the similar power production with two metal mesh using PDMS binder and higher power
production with the copper mesh and Nafion binder.
EIS spectra were fitted to an equivalent circuit to identify the individual components of
the cathode internal resistance. Solution resistances (Rs) were similar due to the use of the same
cell configurations and solution (Figure 4-6). This part of resistance became dominant at high
overpotentials, although this resistance could be reduced by changing the reactor design to have a
separator electrode assembly (SEA) setup with closely spaced electrodes (25). Cathodes with
PDMS binder generally had higher charge transfer resistances (Rct) than those with Nafion binder,
probably due to the lack of proton conductivity with PDMS. With PDMS binder, copper and SS
mesh showed similar Rct, which all decreased with increasing overpotential, with average of 18 Ω
at 0.2 V, 10 Ω at 0.1 V and 3.8 Ω at 0 V. With Nafion binder, copper mesh showed smaller Rct
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than SS mesh at lower overpotentials, due to higher electrical conductivity of copper, resulting in
the higher power production with copper than SS. Copper mesh had Rct of 12 Ω compared to 15
Ω with SS mesh at 0.2 V, and 9 Ω compared to 13 Ω with SS at 0.1 V. At the highest
overpotential of 0 V, copper and SS mesh had similar and much reduced Rct of 0.4 Ω, which was
much smaller than the 3.8 Ω obtained with the PDMS binder (Figure 4-6).
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Figure 4-6. Component analysis of EIS spectra at different cathode potentials of 0.2 V, 0.1 V and
0 V, with cathodes built around either stainless steel or copper mesh, with PDMS or Nafion
binder.

Cathodes with a PDMS binder had a lower diffusion resistance (Rd) than those with a
Nafion binder, which we attribute to the improved anti-flooding properties of the PDMS binder.
With the same binder, Rd was similar for the copper and SS mesh, except for cathodes with
Nafion binder at 0.2 V. At low overpotentials, where moderate or lower water production would
have occurred due to smaller current densities, cathodes with PDMS binder did not have much
smaller Rd’s (17-33% less than those with Nafion binder, depending on the potential and metal
type). At the highest overpotential (0 V) where current was very large, water production would
have been much higher. Under this condition, cathodes with the PDMS binder had much smaller
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Rd’s of 1.5 Ω with SS, and 1.9 Ω with copper, compared to 6.7 Ω with SS and 6.9 Ω with copper
and the Nafion binder (Figure 4-6). Therefore, the total cathode impedance decreased with the
PDMS binder, as a result of largely decreased Rd and slightly increased Rct. We attribute the
decrease in Rd to be a result of the improved anti-flooding properties of PDMS compared to
Nafion. The results here are consistent with previous EIS studies that have shown that the cathode
diffusion resistance was larger than the charge transfer resistance of MFC air cathodes (21, 26).

4.3.5 Cathode cost
The cost of the PDMS elastomer kit was $50 (500 g), which translates to a cost of $1.5 per m2
when used as the binder, and is a small cost compared to the other cathode materials. The PDMS
cost is also substantially less than that of Nafion ($667 per m2, based on $200 for 100 mL of 5
wt% solution). Thus the use of PDMS is much more cost-effective than a Nafion binder. The cost
of cathode mesh (50×50 SS) was <$40 per m2, based on our purchase of a small piece of material
for this study. The bulk price of stainless steel is $4 per kg, compared to $8 per kg for copper.
Although the cost of copper mesh is higher, the use of this material might be justified in large
scale applications where good conductivity may be important for very large cathodes. Although a
Pt/C catalyst was used in this study, previous work has shown that this material can be replaced
by inexpensive activated carbon that produces only slightly less power densities than Pt (27).
Based on these results, PDMS appears to be a promising binder for MFCs that can improve longterm cathode performance and reduce capital costs.
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4.4 Conclusions
These results have shown that PDMS is a promising low-cost alternative binder to Nafion for
MFCs that can achieve comparable power densities and improved stability over time. We
attribute these improvements to the anti-flooding and possible anti-fouling effects of PDMS that
resulted from its hydrophobicity. Cathodes with PDMS binder had coulombic recoveries similar
to those with a Nafion binder. Electrochemical tests showed that cathodes with PDMS binder had
better performance based on reduced impedance, due to a decrease in the diffusion resistance,
with only a slight increase in charge transfer resistance. This decrease in diffusion resistance was
likely a result of the hydrophobic PDMS preventing the catalyst sites from becoming completely
filled with water, which would have improved oxygen mass transfer. This open structure could
also have reduced proton conductivity, but apparently this was not an issue with this material.
The cost of PDMS is quite low, which is about 0.23% of the cost of using a Nafion binder with
these cathodes. PDMS is therefore a very promising low-cost alternative to Nafion, which will
make it useful for large scale applications of MFCs.
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Chapter 5
Long-term performance of activated carbon air cathodes with different
diffusion layer porosities in microbial fuel cells 3

Abstract
Activated carbon (AC) air-cathodes are inexpensive and useful alternatives to Pt-catalyzed
electrodes in microbial fuel cells (MFCs), but information is needed on their long-term stability
for oxygen reduction. AC cathodes were constructed with diffusion layers (DLs) with two
different porosities (30% and 70%) to evaluate the effects of increased oxygen transfer on power.
The 70% DL cathode initially produced a maximum power density of 1214±123 mW m–2
(cathode projected surface area; 35±4 W/m3 based on liquid volume), but it decreased by 40%
after one year to 734±18 mW m–2. The 30% DL cathode initially produced less power than the
70% DL cathode, but it only decreased by 22% after one year (from 1014±2 mW m–2 to 789±68
mW m–2). Electrochemical tests were used to examine the reasons for the degraded performance.
Diffusion resistance in the cathode was found to be the primary component of the internal
resistance, and it increased over time. Replacing the cathode after one year completely restored
the original power densities. These results suggest that the degradation in cathode performance
was due to clogging of the AC micropores. These findings show that AC is a cost-effective
material for oxygen reduction that can still produce ~750 mW m–2 after one year.

3

Material presented in this chapter was published in the following paper: Zhang, F.; Pant, D.; Logan,
B. E., Long-term performance of activated carbon air cathodes with different diffusion layer porosities
in microbial fuel cells. Biosensors and Bioelectronics 2011, 30, (1), 49-55.
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5.1 Introduction
Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are emerging technologies for extracting bioelectricity from biomass,
especially from pollutants in wastewater (1-4). In an MFC bacteria are used as the anode catalysts
to oxidize organic or inorganic matter and generate electric current (3, 5). Air cathodes are
commonly used, but the cost of traditional air cathodes is high due to the use of expensive
platinum (Pt) catalyst, Nafion binder, and high grade carbon cloth (6). Cathodes constructed from
metal mesh such as stainless steel or nickel mesh have been used to avoid the need for carbon
cloth. These metal mesh electrodes are much cheaper than carbon cloth cathodes, and the metal
increases the cathode conductivity allowing for larger scale electrodes (7-9). Inexpensive
activated carbon (AC) has been found to be effective for oxygen reduction in MFCs. AC cathodes
were made with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder pressed onto a nickel mesh, and an
additional porous PTFE layer serving as a diffusion layer (DL) (10). These AC cathodes
produced a maximum power of 1220 mW m–2 using brush anode with a 4 cm electrode spacing,
despite the lack of a precious metal catalyst (7). The high catalytic activity of AC was primarily
due to its extremely large surface area (1.2 × 105 m2 per m2 of projected surface area), which
produced small local current densities but low overpotentials (11). Previously tested AC cathodes
had a highly porous DL (70% porosity), which resulted in a 5-10% water loss per day due to
evaporation. Reducing the diffusion layer porosity would help to reduce water losses, but the
effect of that change on MFC performance cannot be predicted. In addition, the long-term
stability of AC cathodes has not previously been investigated, even though the longevity of the
cathode is very important for commercial applications of MFCs.
Decreased power production and increased coulombic efficiencies (CEs, i.e. the percent
of substrate electrons recovered as current) have been observed over time in a number of studies
using Pt catalysts on cathodes. These changes have been attributed to formation of cathode
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biofilm which could act as a separator and block proton transfer to the catalysts decreasing power,
and could reduce oxygen diffusion to the anode chamber increasing the CE (12-14). When a
biofilm was present on a Pt-catalyzed carbon cathode, power production was reduced by 21%
(from 24 W m–3 to 19 W m–3), and scraping off the cathode biofilm after 40 cycles (42 days)
completely restored MFC performance to original levels (14). However, removing the biofilm
does not always restore performance. A longer term study was conducted with the same cathodes,
with different substrates (15). After one year, power could be increased by 27% in acetate-fed
MFCs by cleaning the cathode and removing the cathode biofilm (from 556±48 mW m–2 to
704±30 mW m–2). Replacement of the cathodes further increased power, demonstrating that the
adverse effect was due to more than just the biofilm. Ethanol-fed MFCs showed the greatest
improvement after replacement of old cathodes with new ones (from 375±171 mW m–2 to 820±24
mW m–2). The effect of biofilms and long-term operation on cathodes with other types of
catalysts, for example metal tetramethoxyphenylporphyrin (TMPP), metal phthalocyanine (Pc)
and manganese dioxide, has not been reported (16-18). Thus, the long-term stability of non-Pt
catalysts has not been well studied.
The reasons for changes in MFC performance over time can be better understood by
using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to identify the contributions of different
components to the total internal resistance in MFCs. The use of EIS has shown that solution
resistance and membrane resistance were dominant in several studies, accounting for 95% of the
total resistance in two-chamber designs (19), and more than 50% of the total resistance in an
upflow MFC reactor (20) and a tubular graphite-granule membrane-less air cathode MFC (21).
This resistance can be minimized by using certain separators and reducing the electrode spacing.
Cathode resistance was found to increase in a continuous flow air cathode MFC after 6 months
from 1.27 Ω to 15.1 Ω, compared to a decrease in anode resistance of 296 Ω to 1.88 Ω (22). In
hydrogen fuel cells cathode performance is usually found to be limited by the charge transfer
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processes (23, 24). However, cathode performance can also be adversely affected by diffusion
resistance, which arises from diffusion of oxygen through the cathode porous structure, low
solubility and diffusivity of oxygen in water, and accumulation of inert gas in the pores (25, 26).
In MFC studies, cathode diffusion resistance has been found to be larger than those due to charge
transfer processes in several studies (8, 21). EIS spectra of new and used cathodes can provide
insight into the reasons for cathode degradation over time.
In this study, AC cathodes were constructed with a less porous diffusion layer (30%) to
reduce evaporative water losses and examine the effect of reduced diffusion layer porosity on
MFC performance. MFCs with 30% and 70% diffusion layer porosities were then tested for over
one year in MFCs to determine their long-term performance and stability. These cathodes were
taken from these MFC reactors after one year and electrochemically characterized using EIS and
other methods to determine the reasons for the changes in performance over time.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Cathodes
AC cathodes having a 70% porous diffusion layer (70% DL) made of a thin layer of
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) were manufactured by VITO (Belgium) as previously described
(7, 10). Additional cathodes were constructed in the same manner with a reduced porosity layer
of 30% (30% DL). These cathodes were compared to Pt-catalyzed carbon cloth cathodes prepared
as previously described after one year of operation (27).
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5.2.2 MFC construction and operation
MFCs were single-chamber cubic-shaped reactors with an anode chamber 4 cm long and 3 cm in
diameter (28). The anodes were ammonia gas treated graphite fiber brushes that were inoculated
with a pre-acclimated cell suspension from an existing MFC, and with the MFCs operated in fedbatch mode at 30 °C. A medium containing 1 g/L sodium acetate dissolved in 50 mM phosphorus
buffer (Na2HPO4, 4.58 g/L; NaH2PHO4 ·H2O 2.45 g/L; NH4Cl 0.31 g/L; KCl 0.13 g/L; trace
minerals and vitamins; conductivity of 6.8 mS/cm) was used for the first six months. Thereafter, 2
g/L sodium acetate was used in order to increase the cycle time and reduce the frequency of
replenishment of the medium. Previous studies have shown that these two acetate concentrations
do not significantly affect power generation (29).

5.2.3 Calculations and measurements
Voltage (E) across the external resistor (1 kΩ, except as noted) in the MFC circuit was measured
at 20 min intervals using a data acquisition system (2700, Keithley Instrument, OH) connected to
a personal computer. Current (I = E/R) and power (P = IE) were normalized by the projected
surface area of the cathode. The first polarization test was conducted three days after the new
cathodes were placed into the reactors. Polarization tests were then conducted once every month
with all cells. A single-batch method, based on by varying the external circuit resistances from
1000 to 20 Ω in decreasing order (20 min per resistance), was used to obtain polarization and
power density curves. Coulombic efficiencies (CEs) were calculated assuming all COD was
removed in one cycle, which slightly underestimated CEs (2).
In order to characterize the changes of cathode permeability over long-term operation,
oxygen transfer coefficients were measured for new and used cathodes in the same 4-cm reactor
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examined in MFC tests as previously described (27). Dissolved oxygen concentrations were
measured using a non-consumptive oxygen probe (NeoFox, Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL).

5.2.4 Electrochemical tests
Cathodes were characterized using several electrochemical techniques with a potentiostat
(PC4/750, Gamry Instruments): linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), potentiostatic polarization,
galvanostatic polarization, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Cathodes were
placed in an electrochemical cell consisting of a working electrode (cathode with 7 cm2 projected
surface area), an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc., RE-5B; +0.211 V
versus a standard hydrogen electrode, SHE) and a Pt mesh counter electrode (9). This cathode in
this electrochemical cell was identical to that in the MFC as the solution was present on one side
of the cathode with air on the other side. The only difference was that Pt mesh was used as the
counter electrode instead of anode with a biofilm in order to avoid any effect of anode bacteria on
the analysis of the cathode. In the LSV tests, the scan rate was 0.1 mV/s, and potential was
scanned from +0.5 V to –0.1 V (vs SHE). Potentiostatic and galvanostatic polarization tests were
also conducted to assess the performance of the cathodes under more steady-state conditions.
Current were normalized by the geometric surface area of the electrode (7 cm2). In potentiostatic
tests the cathodes were held (15 minutes) at successively decreasing potentials from +0.5 V to –
0.1 V (vs SHE) in 0.05 V decrements. The steady state current density after each time period was
then plotted against the applied potential. For galvanostatic polarization tests a different current
was set (0 to –10 mA, in 0.5 mA increments) for 15 minutes and the steady state potential was
plotted as a function of current density. The potential was plotted on the x-axis for ease of
comparison of results with potentiostatic tests.
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Impedance measurements were conducted at polarized conditions close to MFC cathode
operating potentials which were 0.2 V, 0.1 V and 0 V (vs SHE) over a frequency range of 100
kHz to 1 mHz with a sinusoidal perturbation of 10 mV amplitude. The spectra for new cathodes
were fitted into the equivalent circuit which was a simplified circuit according to the floodedagglomerate model for porous gas-diffusion electrodes (Figure B-1A) (30, 31). The Faradaic
process was represented by a charge transfer element (charge transfer resistance Rct in parallel
with double layer capacitance Cdl) in series with a diffusion element (diffusion resistance Rd in
parallel with pore adsorption capacitance Cad). The charge transfer resistance was obtained from
the high frequency part of the EIS spectrum in Nyquist plot where charge transfer processes
predominate, and the diffusion resistance was obtained from the low frequency part where
diffusion processes predominate. For the used cathodes, a non Faradaic component was added to
relate the changes in performance to the pore geometry of cathodes (Fig. S1B). Rf represents
ohmic drop resistance of the electrolyte through the microporous film, and Cf the film
capacitance. The detailed procedure used to obtain the different resistances is given in the
supporting information in Appendix B.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Long-term performance of MFCs
MFCs were running at fed-batch mode for more than one year to examine their long-term
performance with AC cathodes with different DL porosities. Maximum voltages with 70% DL
cathodes decreased by 10% from 488±17 mV to 439±7 mV (±S.D. based on duplicates, first and
last five cycles, 1 kΩ external resistor) after one year. Cathodes with 30% DL produced higher
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voltages than the 70% DL, and showed an 8.6% decrease in voltage from 532±8 mV to 486±14
mV after one year (Figure 5-1B).
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Figure 5-1. (A) Maximum power production (B) Maximum voltage production with 1 kΩ
external resistor (C) CE over time using two types of AC cathodes (data for months 2-5 were
lost). Concentration of sodium acetate was increased from 1 g/L to 2 g/L after 6 months and
cathode biofilm was removed after one year of operation as indicated.
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Cathodes with 70% DLs produced higher maximum power densities than the 30% DL
cathodes for most of the operation time. The maximum power density of the 70% DL cathode
initially was 1214±123 mW m–2, and it decreased by 40% after one year to 734±18 mW m–2. The
30% DL cathode initially produced less power, but it only decreased by 22% after one year (from
1014±2 mW m–2 to 789±68 mW m–2) (Figure 5-1A). These power densities are slightly lower
than that produced with a new Pt-catalyzed carbon cloth cathode. Using the Pt-catalyzed cathodes
in the MFCs after one year resulted in a slightly higher maximum power density of 1456±7 mW
m–2, a value which is higher than that previously obtained with a Pt-catalyzed carbon cloth
cathode (1060 mW m–2) under similar conditions (7).
Cathodes with 30% DLs initially had slightly higher CEs of 18% than those of the 70%
DLs (14%). CEs increased over time for all reactors, likely as a result of the buildup of a biofilm
on the cathode which would reduce oxygen intrusion into the anode chamber (Figure 5-1C). The
highest CEs of 33% were similar for MFCs with 70% and 30% DLs. When the acetate
concentration was doubled after six months, the CEs decreased (especially for the 30% DL
cathode). It appeared that the biofilm on the cathode was disrupted (partially removed), although
the change in substrate concentration could not be conclusively identified as the reason for this
change. It is likely that the disruption of the cathode biofilm allowed more oxygen intruded to the
anode chamber, and thus lowered the CE (Figure 5-1C). The 70% DL cathode produced a higher
CE after doubling the acetate concentration, perhaps due to a thicker biofilm on this cathode
compared to the 30% DL cathode (Figure B-4), which more effectively blocked the oxygen
intrusion.
During each polarization test, anode and cathode potentials were also recorded using
reference electrodes to track the change of single electrode performance in MFCs. Cathode
potentials with a 70% DL shifted to lower potentials over time indicating decreasing
performance, while cathode potentials with the 30% DL remained relatively constant (Figure 5-
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2A and 2B). For all the reactors, anode potentials were observed to shift to higher potentials over
time (Figure 5-2C and 2D).
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Figure 5-2. Changes of cathode (A, B) and anode potentials (C, D) over time for MFCs using two
types of AC cathodes. Polarization tests were conducted after three days of operation (70 for 70%
DL and 30 for 30% DL after three days), and every month afterwards (numbers after dash
represent the length of operation; selective months for the easy reading of the figure).

To test whether these apparent increased anode potentials were the reason for reduced
performance over time, the cathodes were first cleaned and tested, and then replaced with new
cathodes. After cleaning the cathode to remove the biofilm, cathodes with different DLs had
similar increases in power. Maximum power densities for the 70% DL cathodes increased by
12% to 822±29 mW m–2after removing cathode biofilm, similar to the 11% increase for the 30%
DL cathodes to 872±13 mW m–2 (Figure 5-3A). The CEs dropped to around 11% for both
cathodes (Figure 5-1C). Replacing the used cathodes with new cathodes fully restored the
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maximum power production to the same levels obtained one year earlier, with 1148±7 mW m–2
with a 70% DL, and 1030±60 mW m–2 with a 30% DL (Figure 5-3A). Anode potentials were
unchanged by cleaning the cathode surface and using new cathodes (Figure B-5C), indicating that
the new cathodes were responsible for the restored performance (Figure B-5B). This shows that
anode performance was not changed after one year despite the apparent changes over time based
on measurements with the reference electrodes.
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Figure 5-3. (A) Comparison of maximum power production among initial new cathodes (new),
used cathodes for one year (1 year), used cathodes for one year with cleaned surface (1
year_clean) and replaced new cathodes after one year (new after 1 year). (B) Oxygen transfer
coefficients of two types of cathodes under both new and used conditions (used_1 and used_2 are
duplicates in the reactors).
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5.3.2 Oxygen permeability of cathodes
Oxygen transfer coefficients of 70% DL cathodes and 30% DL cathodes were similar, with 30%
DL slightly higher, despite the different porosities of the DLs (Figure 5-3B). However, the MFCs
with 30% DL cathodes did not have a measurable water loss due to the less porous DL. After one
year of operation, the oxygen transfer coefficients of both type of cathodes decreased by 30%
likely due to the clogging of pores by bacteria or other organic matter. This decrease in oxygen
transfer coefficients of the used cathodes was consistent with the increase of diffusion resistances
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in EIS tests as discussed later.
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Figure 5-4. LSV of two types of AC cathodes under both new and used conditions.

5.3.3 Electrochemical characterization
Three polarization techniques were performance to evaluate the electrochemical performance of
the cathodes in the absence of bacteria. The measurements showed generally consistent results
with the different methods, indicating that the 0.1 mV/s was a sufficiently slow scan rate for
evaluating the highly porous AC electrodes (Figure 5-4, Figure B-6). At low current densities the
70% DL cathode had better performance than the 30% DL cathode, while the opposite result was
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obtained at higher current densities. At current densities (~4 A/m2) where the MFCs produced the
maximum power density with new cathodes, the 70% DL cathode sustained higher current at a
given potential (lower overpotential at a given current), showing a better performance than the
30% DL cathode. This result was consistent with the MFC tests where a new 70% DL cathode
produced higher maximum power densities. The curves obtained with used cathodes shifted to
lower currents (i.e. higher overpotentials), showing an obvious degradation in performance
(Figure 5-4). Compared to the new cathodes, the used 70% DL cathode had a larger decrease in
current than the 30% DL cathode. This result was also consistent with the MFC tests where the
70% DL cathode exhibited larger decreases in cathode potential over time (Figure 5-2A and B).
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EIS was performed on new and used cathodes in an abiotic electrochemical cell. With
new cathodes, the internal resistance decreased with increasing overpotential, as shown by the
decreasing diameter of the semicircle in Nyquist plot, mainly due to the increasing kinetic driving
force by larger overpotentials (Figure 5-5A and C). The Nyquist spectra of used cathodes showed
one additional semicircle in the high frequency (HF) range compared to new ones, which was
independent of increasing overpotentials (Figure 5-5B and D). As overpotential affects the
kinetics of the reaction, it can be concluded that the HF semicircle of used cathodes was not
related to the electrode kinetics but a non-Faradaic process.
EIS spectra were fitted to equivalent circuits (Figure B-1A for new cathodes and 1B for
used cathodes) to identify the components of the cathode internal resistance. Diffusion resistance
(Rd) was found to be dominant in most of conditions for both types of cathodes (Figure 5-6).
Charge transfer resistance (Rct) varied over a small range of <10 Ω, except for the new 30% DL at
0.2 V which had an Rct = 21 Ω (Table B-1). At 0.2 V, new 30% DL cathodes had a higher Rd than
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70% DL cathodes, while at higher overpotential conditions (0.1 V and 0 V) the Rd of the 30% DL
cathodes decreased to values lower than those for the 70% DL. Used cathodes had larger internal
resistances than new ones, mainly due the increases of diffusion resistance (Figure 5-6). Both
double layer capacitance and adsorption capacitance of the used cathodes decreased compared
with new cathodes (Table B-1), suggesting a decrease in active surface area and/or clogging of
pores over time.

5.4 Discussion
The 70% DL cathode initially produced maximum power of 1214±123 mW m–2 (normalized
based on cathode projected surface area; 35 ± 4 W m–3 based on liquid volume), but it decreased
by 40% after more than one year of operation to 734±18 mW m–2. The 30% DL cathode initially
produced less power, but it only decreased by 22% over the same period (from 1014±2 mW m–2
to 789±68 mW m–2). The initial power with the 70% DL cathode obtained here (1214 mW m–2)
was similar to that reported previously under similar conditions in the same type of MFCs (1220
mW m–2) (7). Changing to new Pt-catalyzed carbon cloth cathodes produced a slightly higher
power of 1456±7 mW m–2 here, a value which was higher than that previously obtained with that
type of cathode (1060 mW m–2) under similar conditions (7). The power density obtained here
with the Pt cathodes was higher than that reported by Kiely et al. of 835 mW m–2 (15). In their
study, the power density with the Pt-catalyzed carbon cloth cathode decreased by 33% to 556
mW m–2 after one year. This shows that power densities will decrease with either Pt-catalyzed
cathodes or AC cathodes after long-term operation.
Removing the cathode biofilm increased the power production with AC cathodes by 12%
(70% DL) and 11% (30% DL). These power densities were still 32% (70% DL) and 14% (30%
DL) lower than that obtained using new cathodes after one year (Figure 5-3A). Using new
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cathodes completely restored power densities to those originally obtained. These results indicate
that while biofilm development impaired power generation, the primary reason for decreased
performance was degradation of the AC catalyst performance. These results are different from
that obtained by Zhang et al. (14) where removing the biofilm restored power production, likely
due to much shorter term operation in that study (42 days). The measured decrease in the oxygen
transfer coefficient and capacitance (based on EIS spectra) suggest that over time the pores of AC
became clogged, reducing the active surface area of the cathode. This led to degraded cathode
performance, resulting in an increase in diffusion resistance and a larger overpotential. It was
reported in another study with the same AC material that flushing the cell with demineralized
improved performance after 100 days of operation in a half cell configuration (11). This shows
that better methods to clean the carbon are needed in order to maintain good catalytic activity of
the cathode.
An inaccurate trend of increased anode potential over time were observed in this study,
likely due to potential shift of a reference electrode, and the uncompensated IR error which is
caused by a voltage drop through the electrolyte. The measured anode potential (Ea,m) was
calculated as: Ea,m = U + Eref = Ea – IR, where U is the measured anode potential versus reference
electrode, and Ea is the actual anode potential. The potential shift of a reference electrode can be
caused by the contamination of the frit at the electrode tip over time. This suggests that there was
drift in the reference electrodes, resulting in a reference electrode having a higher potential
causing the lower measured results of anode potentials (more negative U). Reference electrodes
were refurbished before use in tests conducted after two months, which should have eliminated
this effect. Another reason for the inaccurate trend in anode potentials could be the IR error,
which inherently exists due to electrolyte resistance, as it is proportional to the cell current. This
IR error would make the measured result more negative than the actual anode potential. The
amount of IR error is also a function of the electrode position as current distribution plays a large
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role in IR errors (32). In this study, it was not possible to place the reference electrode very close
to the brush anode, as is needed to minimize solution resistance. In addition, the brush anode has
a large porosity and size, and thus it produces a complex current distribution and potential field.
The horizontal position of the reference electrode was fixed by the septum on top of the reactor,
but the vertical position of the reference electrode was flexible and could have moved,
contributing to a larger portion of the IR error over time.
For EIS data analysis, two different equivalent circuits were used for new and used
cathodes due to the changes in shape of the spectra. The circuit for the used cathodes was
modified to contain an additional element, resulting in a good fit of the data to the spectra for
both cathodes (Figure 5-5). The appearance of the additional semicircle in the HF range of the
used cathode could be due to a change in either electrode kinetics or electrode geometry such as
pore structure (33). However, it is not possible to identify the meaning of this HF semicircle by a
single spectrum, as the model for the charge transfer process and pore geometry are formally
indistinguishable (a resistor in parallel with a capacitor). By analyzing the change of spectra
according to the varied experimental conditions, the meaning of the semicircle could be better
understood. Because varying the cathode overpotential didn’t affect this HF semicircle for used
cathodes in this study, we conclude that the appearance of this HF semicircle was related to
electrode geometry and not kinetics. A similar conclusion was reached with porous Ni electrodes,
where the HF semicircle was also independent of overpotential, indicating a non-Faradaic process
related to pore structure (34). Therefore, including a non-Faradaic component to the equivalent
circuit gave us insight into the reason for the change in performance of the used cathodes.
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5.5 Conclusions
These experiments have shown that diffusion layer porosity of AC cathodes can appreciably
affect the power production and long-term stability of AC cathodes. A more porous diffusion
layer benefited initial power production, but these cathodes exhibited greater degradation in
performance over time. Using new cathodes after one year completely restored power densities to
those originally obtained, indicating that cathodes and not anodes were responsible for changes in
MFC performance. Cathode performance was primarily limited by diffusion processes, and the
measured increase in internal resistances over time resulted from increases in diffusion resistance.
Thus, the AC in the used cathodes was not as catalytically active as that in new cathodes, likely
due to the clogging of micropores. This suggests that AC performance could be restored by
developing methods to more effectively clean the AC pores.
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Chapter 6
Improving startup performance with carbon mesh anodes in separator
electrode assembly microbial fuel cells 4

Abstract
In a separator electrode assembly microbial fuel cell (MFC), oxygen crossover from the cathode
raises the anode potential and inhibits current generation by exoelectrogenic bacteria, resulting in
difficulties in reactor startup. In order to improve startup performance, MFCs with flat carbon
mesh anodes were acclimated at set potentials (–0.2 V or +0.2 V versus standard hydrogen
electrode), compared with no set potential control. Performance of these reactors inoculated with
wastewater was also compared to those inoculated with cell suspensions from existing MFCs
under the same conditions. Anodes inoculated with wastewater and acclimated to –0.2 V
produced the highest power (1330±60 mW m–2) but they had the longest startup time (20 days).
With inoculation using transferred cell suspensions, consistent and reproducible results in terms
of faster startup (10 days) and high power production were obtained. Additional electrochemical
analyses confirmed that inoculation with a transferred culture consistently improved anode
performance, with the best activity obtained for anodes acclimated at –0.2 V. These results imply
that rapid startup of larger-scale reactors will require inoculation with pre-acclimated cultures,
and that acclimation at –0.2 V could improve power production compared to a more positive
potential (+0.2 V) or a lack of set potential.

4

Materials presented in this chapter was summarized in a paper: Zhang, F.; Xia, X.; Luo, Y.; Sun, D.;
Call, D. F.; Logan, B. E., Improving startup performance with carbon mesh anodes in separator
electrode assembly microbial fuel cells. Submitted to Journal of Power Sources 2012.
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6.1 Introduction
Microbial fuel cell (MFC) technologies utilize bacteria to harvest chemical energy as electrical
energy (1-5). MFCs are a promising method for wastewater treatment due to removal of
contaminants from wastewater while at the same time producing electrical power. Scaling up
MFCs requires compact reactor designs and closely spaced electrodes that can minimize solution
ohmic losses. To achieve these goals and avoid the direct contact of electrodes that could produce
short circuiting, a separator is placed between the anode and cathode forming a separator
electrode assembly (SEA) configuration. SEA MFCs have produced high power densities due to
the decrease of solution resistance with low impedance to proton transport (6, 7). However, the
porous separator which has low impedance to proton transport usually also has low impedance to
oxygen transfer (8). Therefore, when the anode is placed very close to the cathode in the SEA
configuration, the anode performance is adversely affected by oxygen leakage from the cathode
through the separator (9, 10). It has been observed in previous experiments that flat anodes, which
are desirable for compact reactors, can result in the most difficulties in startup such as long
startup times, unstable anode performance (high anode potentials), and thus low power
production (9, 10). In one study, MFCs with inexpensive carbon mesh anodes failed to produce
power during startup when inoculated with wastewater and operated in an SEA configuration (9).
However, when the anode was first acclimated under conditions where it was kept distant from
the cathode (4 cm electrode-spacing), anodes could subsequently be used in SEA MFCs. While
this procedure was useful for laboratory experimentation, it would not be practical for startup of
larger-scale reactors where electrodes could not be moved around. Brush anodes (1.5 cm in
diameter) had better performance than flat anodes (~0.02 cm thickness) in SEA MFCs, likely due
to the thickness of the anode which could maintain anoxic zones in the anode (9), but the brush
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anode is more expensive and occupies more volume than the carbon mesh. Thus, better strategies
are needed for inoculation and startup of SEA MFCs with flat anodes.
Control of anode potentials can be a useful approach for improving startup and power
production of MFCs, but there are conflicting reports on optimal set potentials (11-15). In 10 of
14 studies it was reported that more positive potentials (>0 V versus a standard hydrogen
electrodes, SHE) reduced startup time and produced higher power densities than more negative
potentials (<0 V) (15). However, other studies have shown that reactors with more negative
potentials achieved better performance in terms of faster startup, more power output, and more
biomass (13, 14, 16). The potentials that normally develop in MFCs at a fixed resistance typically
reach very negative values (ca. –0.26 V at 1 kΩ external resistance) during optimum
performance. This potential is only slightly more positive than E0′ (standard reduction potential at
pH = 7) of the substrate (ca. –0.3 V, 1 g L–1 acetate), suggesting that setting more negative
potentials worked better because it produced conditions more similar to those in typical MFCs
operated with fixed resistances. The more negative potential could also help to provide selective
pressures for the evolution of strains more efficient at current generation. For example, a strain of
Geobacter sulfurreducens acclimated to an anode potential of –0.2 V over a long period of time
eventually produced five times higher current densities than that originally produced (17). This
strategy of regulating anode potential could be important for starting up larger scale reactors,
which can take much longer time to start up than laboratory systems (18). However, the optimal
anode potential remains unclear for MFCs, particularly in systems using an SEA setup where
oxygen leaking through the cathode can affect the anode potential (9).
The startup of an MFC is affected by many other factors. MFC startup can be improved
by using previously acclimated cell suspensions (19, 20). For example, power production with a
carbon mesh anode was improved by 28% by inoculating the MFC with a pre-acclimated culture
instead of wastewater, but this was only demonstrated in MFCs with anodes sufficiently distant
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from the cathode (2 cm) (20). This approach was not examined with the SEA configuration with
closely spaced electrodes, or with set potential conditions, during startup with wastewater as a
substrate instead of acetate. While well performing MFCs usually contain a high percentage of
Geobacter species (13, 14, 21, 22), other microbes in the biofilm that can scavenge oxygen can
help to improve the startup performance. For example, a co-culture of G. sulfurreducens and a
nonexoelectrogen, Escherichia coli, showed improved startup and performance compared to tests
using only G. sulfurreducens due to the consumption of oxygen by E. coli in the co-culture (23).
The initial inoculum source can initially affect startup and performance (24), although in some
tests it has been shown that over time (after two months) the communities evolved to be similar in
composition and power densities (22). However, long acclimation times before reaching steady
conditions may not be desirable for wastewater treatment systems. Other approaches to accelerate
the startup time using a wastewater inoculum, such as the addition of different chemicals (25),
have not been successful.
In this study, carbon mesh anodes in SEA-type MFCs were acclimated at set potentials of
–0.2 V and +0.2 V (versus SHE), where a set anode potential was used to avoid raised anode
potentials that could be produced by dissolved oxygen leaking from the cathode to the anode. The
performance of these reactors with set anode potentials was compared to that of a control MFC
operated at a fixed resistance (no set potential). The use of a wastewater inoculum was also
compared to that of an acclimated culture transferred from an operating MFC, in order to identify
conditions that might improve the startup performance with flat anodes in the SEA configuration.
Electrochemical techniques including cyclic voltammetry (CV), differential pulse voltammertry
(DPV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), were used to compare the activities of
the anode biofilms acclimated at different conditions (set anode potentials of –0.2 V or +0.2 V,
compared to a control with no set potential), and to characterize the change of anode biofilm
activities using the acclimated transferred culture compared to a wastewater inoculum.
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6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 MFC construction
MFCs were single-chamber, cubic-shaped reactors with an anode chamber 4 cm long and 3 cm in
diameter (26). Anodes were carbon mesh (Gaojieshi Graphite Products Co., Ltd., Fujian, China)
that were pre-soaked in acetone overnight and then heat treated at 450°C for 30 min (20). Tape
was placed around the edges of the mesh before they were cut into circles (projected surface area
of 7 cm2) in order to minimize fraying or unfolding of the loosely woven mesh. Titanium wire
was placed across the diameter of the carbon mesh to ensure a good electrical connection.
Cathodes were made of activated carbon (AC) (VITO, Mol, Belgium) as previously described
(27, 28), in order to avoid the use of precious metals. The porosity of the outer PTFE diffusion
layers was 70%. Two layers of wipe cloth (DuPont Sontara, style 8864, with 49% of polyester
and 51% of wood pulp, 0.58 mm thick; also known as Amplitude ProZorb Wipers) were used as
the separator, with the separator sandwiched between the electrodes as previously described (7).
An Ag/AgCl reference electrode (+211 mV versus SHE; RE-5B; BASi) was inserted into the
reactor (1 cm from the anode) to measure and allow the regulation of anode potentials. All
potentials are reported here versus SHE.

6.2.2 Inoculation and operation
The inoculum source was domestic wastewater from the effluent of the primary clarifier at the
Pennsylvania State University wastewater treatment plant. Reactors were inoculated with fresh
wastewater for the first cycle. For the next two cycles the reactors were fed a mixture (50:50) of
wastewater and a medium containing 1 g L–1 sodium acetate dissolved in 50 mM phosphorus
buffer (Na2HPO4, 4.58 g L–1; NaH2PHO4·H2O 2.45 g L–1; NH4Cl 0.31 g L–1; KCl 0.13 g L–1; trace
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minerals and vitamins; conductivity of 6.95 mS cm–1). Afterwards, only the acetate medium (1 g
L–1) was used. The cell suspensions from these reactors were later used as the pre-acclimated
inoculum for new reactors. For the pre-acclimated culture inoculation process, a mixture (50:50)
of effluent from the running reactor and acetate medium (1 g L–1 sodium acetate dissolved in 50
mM phosphate buffer) was used for inoculation at the first cycle. Afterwards, only acetate
medium was used in the rest of the cycles. All reactors were operated in duplicate at 30 °C.
Different anode potentials were set using a potentiostat (VMP3; BioLogic, Claix,
France), with data (current, counter electrode potential) recorded at 4 min intervals, and analyzed
using EC-Lab V10.02 software. Anode potentials were set to –0.2 V and +0.2 V. A larger range
of set potentials (–0.2 V, –0.15 V, –0.1 V, 0 V, +0.2 V) were tested with different wastewater
inocula. For the control reactors (no set potential), the external resistance was 1000 Ω during the
startup phase (20 days), and it was changed to 100 Ω to produce higher current. The voltages
across the resistor were recorded using a data acquisition system (2700; Keithly, Cleveland, OH).
After one month when all reactors were fully started up (demonstrated by repeatable cycles of
current), the reactors were disconnected from the potentiostat and analyzed in polarization tests.
The reactors were left open circuit for one hour after being fed with fresh medium, and then the
external resistor was switched from 1000 Ω to 20 Ω in a decreasing order (20 min per resistance)
(single cycle method). Power and current were normalized by the electrode projected surface area
of 7 cm2.

6.2.3 Electrochemical tests
Electrochemical techniques including cyclic voltammetry (CV), differential pulse voltammertry
(DPV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were applied to electrochemically
characterize the change of anode biofilm activities using the potentiostat (VMP3; BioLogic,
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Claix, France). All tests were conducted using the MFC reactors with the anode as the working
electrode and the cathode as the counter electrode. For the CV tests, anode potential was scanned
from –0.39 V to +0.31 V at a scan rate of 0.2 mV s–1. DPV was performed from –0.49 V to +0.31
V as previously described (29), with a pulse height of 50 mV, pulse width of 300 ms, step height
of 2 mV, and step time of 500 ms (equivalent to scan rate of 4 mV s–1), with current averaged
over the last 80% of the step (1 s, 12 points) using an accumulation time of 5 s. EIS was
conducted at an anode potential of –0.2 V, which was close to that measured in MFCs without set
anode potentials, over a frequency range of 100 kHz to 100 mHz with a sinusoidal perturbation of
10 mV amplitude. Charge transfer resistances were obtained by fitting semi-circles to spectra in
Nyquist plots (30).

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Startup
Startup time was appreciably affected by the inoculum and the set anode potential. For the
reactors inoculated with wastewater, startup time was reduced by using the more positive set
potential, or from 20 days acclimated at –0.2 V, to 10 days at +0.2 V (Figure 6-1). This decrease
in startup time with the more positive potential was probably due to the greater available energy
for bacterial growth, which would have enabled faster startup and more biomass production. For
the reactors with set anode potentials, the cathode potentials eventually became similar after
about 20 days, with values between ca. +0.2 and 0 V (Figure C-1). When the reactors are
operated with a set anode potential, the cathode potential varies to a value needed to sustain the
current generated by the anode. In the case of the reactor operated at a set anode potential of –0.2
V, the resulting cathode potential that was produced was more positive than the anode set
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potential, and thus the overall cell voltage was positive. Similarly, the MFCs without a set anode
potential (control) also produced positive cell voltages. However, the anode operated at +0.2 V
required a cathode potential more negative than this set potential for the generated current
(cathode potentials became as low as 0 V), resulting in an overall negative cell voltage and
therefore net power consumption. Control reactors (no set potential) had a longer startup time of
12 days, and anode potentials were gradually reduced from +0.45 V at the beginning of startup
over the first few days, to a stable potential of –0.26 V after 12 days (Figure C-1). The control
reactor had a much longer cycle time (ca. 3-4 days) than the reactors with set anode potentials (1
day) (Figure 6-1, C-1), due to the much smaller current (peak at ca. 0.65 A m–2) compared to
those of the reactors with set anode potentials (peak at ca. 6.5 A m–2).
When new MFCs were inoculated with cell suspensions transferred from the operating
MFCs, the startup time in the new MFC with set anode potential of –0.2 V was reduced to 10
days, about the same as that obtained with a set potential of +0.2 V (Figure 6-1A and B). The
anode acclimated at +0.2 V using the transferred culture inoculum also had a startup time of ~10
days, but its startup current was higher than that produced by MFCs inoculated with wastewater,
indicating better startup performance (Figure 6-1B). The control reactor inoculated with the
transferred cell suspension had the shortest startup time, producing a stable voltage after only ~3
days (Figure 6-1C). These results show that setting the more positive anode potential of +0.2 V
was better than –0.2 V in terms of startup time, and that in all cases the transferred cell
suspension from a working MFC was the most reliable method for achieving a short startup time.
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Figure 6-1. Comparison in startup performance with reactors inoculated with wastewater (ww) or
acclimated transferred culture (Tc), with set anode potential of (A) –0.2 V, (B) +0.2 V or (C)
control (no set potential, ctrl).

6.3.2 Power production
The startup methods that produced the most rapid startup time did not produce conditions that
resulted in the highest possible power densities. For the MFCs inoculated with wastewater,
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acclimation at a set potential of –0.2 V produced the highest power density of 1330±60 mW m–2
in polarization tests, but this MFC did not have the shortest startup time. Much less power was
produced by MFCs acclimated to the more positive potential of +0.2 V (910±50 mW m–2) or the
control (900±60 mW m–2) (Figure 6-2A). The higher power production by the MFC with the
anode acclimated to the more negative potential was probably due to the high selective pressure
that was produced by setting the anode potential close to that of the half cell potential for acetate
oxidation. This condition would have resulted growth only by bacteria that could adapt to such a
low anode potential. This low anode potential is more advantageous for MFC operation as it
enables greater power densities to be produced at higher current densities.
There were less differences in maximum power densities among MFCs inoculated with
transferred cell suspensions. The maximum power produced for the MFC with a set potential of –
0.2 V was 1320±60 mW m–2, similar to that obtained with the wastewater inoculum acclimated to
this potential. These power densities were only slightly larger than the maximum power densities
with a set potential of +0.2 V (1200±40 mW m–2) or the control (1200±20 mW m–2) with
transferred cell suspensions (Figure 6-2A). Therefore, inoculation with transferred culture
improved the power production with the reactor acclimated to +0.2 V and the control reactor, but
a more negative potential of –0.2 V still produced a higher maximum power.
Cathode potentials were almost identical for reactors acclimated to the different anode
conditions in polarization tests, indicating that the anodes were responsible for the differences in
power production (Figure 6-2B). Anodes acclimated to –0.2 V had the most negative potentials
during the polarization tests, resulting in a larger whole cell voltage and thus higher power
production. Anodes acclimated to +0.2 V had anode potentials similar to those of the control
reactor, but the potentials were more stable at higher current densities. For the control reactor
inoculated with wastewater, power overshoot (a doubling back of the power curve at higher
current densities) occurred as a result of a rapid increase in anode potentials, resulting in no
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further increase in current densities. Power overshoot was eliminated here when using the
transferred cell suspension as the inoculum, as this anode could sustain higher larger current
densities (Figure 6-2B). These results from polarization data show that the anode performance
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Figure 6-2. (A) Power density curves and (B) electrode potentials with set anode potentials of –
0.2 V, +0.2 V and the control (no set potential, ctrl), inoculated with wastewater (ww, solid
symbols) or acclimated transferred culture (Tc, open symbols). (In part B, solid lines represent
cathode potentials, while dot lines for anode potentials).

6.3.3 Cyclic voltammetry (CV)
CV was used to identify the activities and redox potentials of anode biofilms for the reactors
acclimated to different set anode potentials and inoculated with different bacterial suspensions.
For the MFCs inoculated with wastewater, anodes acclimated at –0.2 V had the highest peak
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current of 8.0 A m–2 at potential of –0.105 V, indicating the most active anode biofilm. The
reactors acclimated to a higher potential of +0.2 V had a lower peak current of 6.4 A m–2, and the
peak potential shifted to a more positive potential of –0.061 V, likely due to the adaption of the
biofilm to more positive potentials during the startup. Control reactors produced the smallest peak
current (4.6 A m–2 at –0.138 V), indicating anodes with lower electrogenic activities (Figure 63A).
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Figure 6-3. (A) CV and (B) DCV with set anode potentials of –0.2 V, +0.2 V and the control (no
set potential, ctrl), inoculated with wastewater (ww, solid lines) or pre-acclimated transferred
culture (Tc, dot lines).
The use of transferred culture inocula in the MFCs resulted in higher peak currents in all
CVs, indicating improved anode performance. Although the peak current (8.5 A m–2) of the anode
acclimated to –0.2 V was slightly larger than that of wastewater inoculated MFCs (8.0 A m–2),
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this did not result in higher power densities in polarization tests. This lack of a higher power
density in MFC tests suggests that the cathode limited power production for the anode acclimated
to –0.2 V. The CVs for the control reactor and the MFC acclimated to +0.2 V had large increases
in peak current relative to the wastewater inoculated MFCs (Figure 6-3A), in agreement with
polarization results showing that these reactors produced higher power densities than those
inoculated with wastewater. The peak current in CV and maximum power production generally
were positively correlated, as a higher anodic peak current resulted in a higher power production,
up until the point where the power production was limited by cathode performance (Figure C-2).
First derivative analysis of the CVs (DCVs) provided additional evidence of the
improvement in anode biofilm redox activities by using transferred culture inocula. The anodes
acclimated to –0.2 V, when inoculated with either wastewater or a transferred culture, had almost
identical DCV plots, with the highest peak at potential of –0.23 V and –0.15 V (inflection point,
midpoint potential). For the reactor acclimated to +0.2 V and the control reactor, DCV plots with
the transferred culture inocula had higher and broader peaks than those reactors inoculated with
wastewater (Figure 6-3B), showing much improved anode ability over a wider potential range.
The midpoint potentials did not appreciably change with transferred culture inocula compared to
the wastewater, with ca. –0.17 V for the reactor acclimated to +0.2 V, and ca. –0.19 V for the
control. A previous study showed similar midpoint potentials at –0.25 V and –0.19 V for acetate
fed G. sulfurreducens (31). These potentials can be compared to the midpoint potentials of
solubilized multiheme cytochromes implicated in Geobacter electron transport, such as OmcZS
(–0.22 V) (32), OmcB (–0.19 V) (33) and periplasmic cytochrome c (PpcA) purified from G.
sulfurreducens (–0.17 V) (34).
The changes of the CV and DCV curves in the control reactor help to explain why power
overshoot was eliminated by using a transferred culture inoculum. With the control reactor
inoculated with wastewater, power overshoot occurred because the current could not further
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increase beyond 4.1 A m–2 in polarization tests. This maximum current was quite similar to the
peak current obtained in CV tests (4.6 A m–2) for this reactor, further indicating that limited anode
activity caused the power overshoot. Inoculation with an acclimated transferred culture resulted
in the anode biofilm exhibiting improved redox activity (higher peak in CV and DCV) over a
wider range of anode potentials (broader peak in DCV) for the control reactor, thus the anode was
capable of higher current densities at more positive potentials. The anodes acclimated at the set
potentials were less likely to exhibit power overshoot in polarization tests (Figure 6-2). This lack
of power overshoot probably resulted from the adaption of the biofilm to higher current densities
during startup (ca. 6.5 A m–2) compared to control reactors (ca. 0.65 A m–2), which was
consistent with a previous study that adaptation to higher current densities eliminates power
overshoot (35).

6.3.4 Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV)
DPV is a technique with improved sensitivity compared to CV that discriminates faradic from
capacitive current even at high scan rates. Therefore, DPV can be used to reveal characteristic
peaks, while cancelling out capacitive or background current, showing the alteration of redox
species within the anode biofilms under different acclimation conditions (36). The height of the
peak current in a DPV is directly related to the concentration of the electroactive species in the
electrochemical cell, while the peak potential should indicate the half-wave potential (E1/2 ) of the
anode, where E1/2 = Epeak + ΔE/2 (37). DPV analysis showed one broad peak for the wastewater
inoculated reactors at the two different set potentials. The reactor acclimated to –0.2 V had a halfwave potential (E1/2) of –0.153 V, and the highest peak current among the reactors inoculated
with wastewater, indicating the highest electroactive biomass (Figure 6-4). The reactor
acclimated to +0.2 V had more positive E1/2 of –0.115 V, consistent with CV results which
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showed that the peak potential shifted to a more positive direction when acclimated to the more
positive potential. The DPV for the control reactor showed a broad peak (E1/2 = –0.162 V) and an
additional small peak (–0.055 V), indicating multiple active redox couples in the biofilm (Figure
6-4).
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Figure 6-4. DPV with set anode potentials of –0.2 V, +0.2 V and the control (no set potential,
ctrl), inoculated with wastewater (ww, solid lines) or transferred culture (Tc, dotted lines).

Reactors that were inoculated with the transferred culture had much higher peak currents
in the DPVs, indicating more electroactive biomass in the biofilm. The half-wave potentials for
the new reactors did not appreciably change, with values of –0.150 V (–0.2 V), –0.130 V (+0.2
V) and –0.154 V (control) (Figure 6-4), showing that the active redox species did not appreciably
change as a result of the transfer process. However, the control reactor only exhibited a single
broad peak, indicating reduced redox protein diversity, likely due to the selection of more
exoelectrogenic species by the transfer process.
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6.3.5 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
EIS was conducted to identify the anode charge transfer resistances produced by different
acclimation conditions and inocula. The anode potential for these EIS tests was set at –0.2 V,
which was similar to the anode potentials produced by all MFCs in the absence of a set potential.
The reactors inoculated with wastewater and acclimated at the same set potential of –0.2 V had
the smallest Rct = 5.3 Ω, consistent with this MFC producing the highest currents in the CV and
DPV tests. Anodes acclimated to +0.2 V had much larger Rct = 17.9 Ω, which was also much
larger than the control reactor (8.1 Ω) (Figure 6-5). This larger resistance was probably due to the
lack of suitable electron transfer pathways for operation at this highly negative anode potential.
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Figure 6-5. Nyquist plot at –0.2 V vs SHE, with MFCs acclimated to set anode potentials of –0.2
V, +0.2 V and the control (no set potential, ctrl), inoculated with wastewater (ww, solid symbols)
or acclimated transferred culture (Tc, open symbols).
The reactors inoculated with the transferred culture had lower Rct values, consistent with
the improved power production and higher CV or DPV peak currents with these reactors. Anode
acclimated to –0.2 V had a slightly lower Rct of 5.1 Ω, while the control reactor had a Rct = 5.9 Ω
which was close to that obtained for the reactor acclimated to –0.2 V. Anodes acclimated to more
positive potential of +0.2 V still had the largest Rct = 16.5 Ω (Figure 6-5). Therefore, anode
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acclimation to the more negative values was more beneficial for power production due to the
reduction in charge transfer resistances. Using a pre-acclimated cell suspension for inoculation
could decrease the charged transfer resistance and thus improve power production.

6.3.6 Effects of inoculation with different wastewater samples over time
In order to examine the reproducibility of the set anode conditions on the startup of the MFC, the
tests were repeated with wastewater taken at different times from the same wastewater treatment
plant. Although the source of the wastewater was the same location, wastewater inocula obtained
at different times resulted in large variations for the same acclimation condition (set potentials or
no set potential). When acclimated at a set potential of –0.2 V the wastewater inoculum obtained
at a different time (ww2, Figure 6-6) had a startup time as long as 40 days, with power production
of only 875±5 mW m–2. Although this power was higher than those obtained with more positive
set potentials of –0.15 V and –0.1 V using the same inoculum (Figure 6-6), it was 34% lower than
previously obtained power production of 1330±56 mW m–2 (ww1). This variation in startup time
and performance was unexpected as previous MFC tests using samples from this wastewater
treatment plant have shown more consistent results (22). However, most previous tests were done
in MFCs with well spaced electrodes. Thus, it is likely that oxygen intrusion that occurs using
closely spaced electrodes can result in much greater variability in MFC startup and performance.
When acclimated to a more positive potential of +0.2 V with another wastewater sample
(ww3), the maximum power density of 1130±20 mW m–2 was higher than that originally obtained
under this condition with the ww1 inoculum (910±50 mW m–2). A similar power density
(1060±130 mW m–2) was obtained with acclimation to a set potential of 0 V with the ww3
inoculum (Figure 6-6). The control reactors also had large variation in power production using
different wastewater inocula. Originally we obtained 900±60 mW m–2 (ww1), compared to
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780±60 mW m–2 (ww2) and 980±20 mW m–2 (ww3). Therefore, different wastewater inocula had
large impact on the reactor performance with SEA setup, and acclimation at a set anode potential
could not avoid these changes and inconsistent behavior.
When MFCs were inoculated with the transferred cell suspensions from reactors
originally inoculated with different wastewater samples taken at different times, reproducible and
consistent startup performance and power production were obtained. The pre-acclimated transfer
from ww2, with a set potential of –0.2 V, had a reduced startup time to only ca. 10 days,
compared to 40 days without pre-acclimation, and power production increased to 1280±90 mW
m–2 (Figure 6-6). Transferred culture inocula resulted in a consistent startup time of 10 days or
less, and high power production (>1200 mW m–2) for all acclimation conditions (Figure 6-6).
Therefore, inoculation with a pre-acclimated cell suspension was the only method to ensure
consistent and reproducible results of both reduced startup time and improved power production.
The inconsistent results produced by the various wastewater inocula were likely due to
natural variations of bacteria in the wastewater over time. It was shown that inocula from this
treatment plant and other sources showed all converged in maximum power densities and
community composition over time (after two months) in MFCs without set potentials with the
well spaced electrodes (22). However, for the MFCs examined here without set potentials, but
with closely spaced electrodes in the SEA configuration, maximum power densities with the
different inocula did not converge to similar values. This different outcome for the SEA MFCs
was likely due to the effects of oxygen contamination from the cathode on the anode microbial
community due to the SEA setup. This suggests that the use of pre-acclimated inocula is
particularly important for reactors with closely spaced electrodes.
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Figure 6-6. Comparison of (A) startup time and (B) maximum power production with different
set anode potentials during startup, using different wastewater or acclimated cell suspensions as
inocula (ww1 was the wastewater inoculum for the previous figures).

6.3.7 Outlook
The materials used in MFCs with the SEA configuration were very cost-effective relative to those
used in many other MFC tests. The carbon mesh anodes cost only $25 per m2 even for small
quantities used here (20). Cathodes were made of activated carbon without precious platinum
catalysts, which could cost as little as $50–70 per m2 (27). The cost of the separator was only $2
per m2. With the SEA setup and these low-cost materials, power production was 1200 mW m–2
(pre-acclimated culture) without set potential, and slightly higher (1330 mW m–2) with a set
potential of –0.2 V. These values are higher than that previously obtained with a glass fiber
separator in an SEA MFC with the same electrodes used here (960 mW m−2) (9), and the same as
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that obtained with a more expensive carbon cloth cathode and a Pt/C cathode (1195 mW m–2) (7).
This shows that the separator material used here is a promising alternative to glass fiber
separators. The highest power density obtained here (1330 mW m–2) was slightly larger than that
obtained with a brush anode and the same activated carbon cathode using a 4-cm electrode
spacing (1220 mW m–2) (27), and similar to that obtained with the brush and activated carbon
materials in a SEA setup with a glass fiber separator (1300 mW m–2) (9). However, the thinner
carbon mesh anode may allow for more compact reactor designs than the larger graphite fiber
brush. Thus, carbon mesh anodes in SEA setup are both cost-effective and efficient alternatives to
previously used materials in MFCs, particularly when used in SEA arrangements.

6.4 Conclusions
In order to improve the startup performance and power production by SEA MFCs, inoculation
using a pre-acclimated cell suspension is needed to provide consistent and reproducible results in
terms of reduced startup time and improved power production. Acclimation at a set anode
potential of –0.2 V with a pre-acclimated culture inoculum produced slightly improved maximum
power densities (~by 10%) compared to the control (no set potential), but this is a relatively small
change considering the more complicated three-electrode setup needed. Electrochemical
characterization confirmed that anode biofilms were more active with the transferred culture
inoculum. For large scale reactor inoculation, it is suggested that pre-acclimated cultures be used
as the inoculum to ensure good startup performance.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
In this dissertation, I optimized cathode performance by using coarser mesh as current collectors
to improve oxygen transfer, proposed a low-cost PDMS binder with anti-flooding properties to
replace Nafion as a binder, and investigated the long-term stability and reasons for degradation in
performance of activated carbon (AC) cathodes. I have also investigated the strategies for better
startup performance of MFCs with minimized electrode spacing using an SEA configuration for
future large scale applications. These studies mostly targeted a specific component of the cathode
to address a specific question. However, integration of the optimized components examined here
is needed for future tests. Specific issues that need to be addressed for scaling up MFCs are as
follows.
1. PDMS binder needs to be examined and optimized for use in AC cathodes. PDMS binder
showed comparable power production and improved stability compared to a Nafion
binder in cathodes made with a Pt/C catalyst. Future work with a PDMS binder and AC is
recommended for the construction of inexpensive air cathodes.
2. Oxygen reduction mechanisms on AC need to be further studied, especially in neutral pH
solutions like those used in MFCs. Further optimization of AC cathodes, by using
different polymer binders, or through surface modifications of the AC, requires a deeper
understanding of oxygen reduction mechanisms on AC.
3. AC used in the cathodes should be optimized by examining different particle sizes,
surface areas, pre-treatment methods, types of functional groups that are active for
oxygen reduction, and by examining the effects of pore size distribution on performance.
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4. MFCs with larger liquid volumes should be tested with the SEA setup using optimized
AC cathodes and separators, with domestic wastewater as the fuel. Pre-acclimated cell
suspensions should be used as an inoculum to ensure good startup and power production.
5. Cathode anti-fouling methods and catalyst regeneration methods are needed for better
long-term stability of cathode performance in MFCs. During my previous long-term test
with AC cathodes, pore clogging was concluded to be the reason for performance
degradation. Development of an anti-fouling cathode, or a method for in-situ
regeneration, will increase the stability in performance that is needed for long-term use of
these materials in large scale applications of MFCs.

Appendix A
Supporting information for chapter 3
According to the macroporous matrix diffusion model, oxygen transfer coefficient has a linear
relationship with porosity of mesh (Figure A-1A). There is generally good agreement between
experimental and predicted oxygen transfer coefficients. However, there is not a direct
relationship between maximum power production and porosity of mesh cathodes (Figure A-1A),
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Figure A-1. Experimental and predicted oxygen transfer coefficient (based on the macroporous
matrix diffusion model) of SS mesh cathodes with different sized mesh, and maximum power
densities achieved by these cathodes, against (A) mesh porosity, (B) mesh fractional open area.
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If we consider fractional open area that affects the oxygen transfer to the cathode catalyst
layer, we can draw the same conclusion (Figure A-1B). In fact, the size of the mesh openings
changes by 440% from fine to coarse, whereas the total open area of the various meshes only
changes by 40%. This illustrates the importance of mesh opening size rather than the open area
(or similarly the porosity) within each mesh.

Appendix B
Supporting information for chapter 5

Equivalent Circuit Analysis
The equivalent circuit was a simplified circuit according to the flooded-agglomerate model for
porous gas-diffusion electrodes (Figure B-1). The charge transfer component and diffusion
component in this equivalent circuit are formally indistinguishable in the circuit, but they can be
separated through additional analysis of the high and low frequency portions of the EIS results. In
our analysis the charge transfer resistance was obtained from the high frequency part of the EIS
spectrum in Nyquist plot where charge transfer processes predominate, and the diffusion
resistance was obtained from the low frequency part where diffusion processes predominate.
According to the Nyquist plots in Figure 5-5, diffusion processes typically showed a larger
semicircle. Thus we put in a higher initial value of Rd in the iteration processes to find the final
fitting results (Figure B-2). Starting with the spectrum at 0.2 V using the initial values in Figure
B-2, the obtained fitting results would be the initial values put into iteration for condition of 0.1 V
and so forth. Following this method, Rs, Rct, Rd and capacitance were obtained for all conditions
as shown in Table B-1.
The fitting results can be examined by removing either charge transfer component or
diffusion component in the equivalent circuit. The fitting with only charge transfer component
should give a good fit to the high frequency part of the Nyquist plot, while the fitting with only
diffusion component should fit to the low frequency part (Figure B-3).
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(A)

(B)

Figure B-1. Equivalent circuit for (A) new cathodes and (B) used cathodes.

Figure B-2. Initial values for parameters in the equivalent circuit for EIS fitting at condition of 0.2
V. A larger initial value of Rd was used compared to Rct due to the larger semicircles for diffusion
processes.
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Figure B-3. Resistance identification by fitting into equivalent circuits with only charge transfer
component or only diffusion component. 30% DL cathode at 0.2 V was used as the example.
Table B-1. Rct, Rd and capacitance at 0.2 V, 0.1 V and 0 V with two types of AC cathodes under
both new and used conditions.
70 70_used 30 30_used
Cathode Type
18
15
18
0.2 V 15
18
15
18
Rs / Ω 0.1 V 15
15
18
16
18
0V
4
6
21
4
0.2 V
3
5
5
3
Rct / Ω 0.1 V
5
3
8
3
0V
93
112
126
0.2 V 97
62
25
51
Rd / Ω 0.1 V 46
17
24
3
10
0V
334
568
383
0.2 V 703
337
896
444
Cdl / mF 0.1 V 879
614
180
447
537
0V
3579
6007
4684
0.2 V 4694
4261
2933
5127
Cad / mF 0.1 V 3804
2851
9958
4405
0 V 9312
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Cathode analysis
Biofilm development differed on the cathodes. A thicker biofilm developed on the cathodes with
the 70% DLs one year of operation compared to those with a 30% DL (Figure B-4).

70

30

Figure B-4. Two types of cathode with biofilm developed on the cathode surface after one year of
operation in MFCs.

Analysis of power densities and electrode potentials
Power generation by the used cathodes (used for one year) was increased by cleaning the cathode
surface and removing the biofilm. However, power densities were only restored to the original
levels by using new cathodes (Figure B-5A). Anode potentials were unchanged by these
procedures (Figure B-5C).
Potentiostatic polarization and galvanostatic polarization showed the consistent results
with LSV (Figure 5-4 and B-6).
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Figure B-5. Comparison of (A) power density curves, (B) cathode potentials, (C) anode potentials
of MFCs with used cathodes, used cathodes without biofilm, and changing to new cathodes after
one year of operation (for the used cathodes, this is the same data as “70-12 m” and “30-12m” in
Figure 5-2).
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AC cathodes under both new and used conditions.
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Appendix C
Supporting information for chapter 6
Cathode potentials changed over the course of a cycle to maintain constant anode potential.
Cathode potentials had peak stable at ca. 0 V at peak current for both set potentials (Figure C-1).
Anode potentials of the control reactors gradually reduced from +0.45 V from the beginning of
startup to the stable potential of –0.25 V after 12 days (Figure C-1). The control reactor had a
much longer cycle time (ca. 3-4 days) than the reactors with set anode potentials (1 day) (Figure
C-1), due to the much smaller current (peak at ca. 0.45 mA) compared to those of the reactors

Potential (V, vs SHE)

with set anode potentials (peak at ca. 4.5 mA).
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Figure C-1. Change of cathodes potentials over time, and the change of anode potential for the
control reactor, all with wastewater inoculum.
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The peak current in CV and maximum power production generally were positively
correlated, as a higher anodic peak current resulted in a higher power production, up until the

Power density (mW m -2)

point where the power production was limited by cathode performance (Figure C-2).
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Figure C-2. Positive relationship of maximum power density and CV peak current.
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